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ABSTRACT"!
!
! There is a widespread belief that the success of any business considerably!
depends on customer satisfaction. Furthermore, service quality is an important antecedent!
on customer satisfaction. Therefore, identification of the various elements of service!
quality that contribute to customer satisfaction becomes critical. The purpose of this!
Master’s thesis is to understand factors that affect customer satisfaction of a well-known!
sharing-economy platform’s airbnb.com services. This Thesis explores the customer!
satisfaction and service quality theory and adapts it in hospitality management context by!
pointing out cleanliness, location, host and physical amenities as the elements of customer!
satisfaction within Airbnb services. !
! Data were collected via reviews, comments and ratings available on airbnb.com 
website and content analysis of this data was performed. No previous study has focused 
exclusively on the content analysis of Airbnb user reviews. A total sample of 4924 reviews 
was investigated in this thesis which was split into two studies where one was quantitative 
in nature using SPSS for statistical analysis and other was qualitative utilising Nvivo11 
software for coding and analysing the data. !
! The results of both studies are consistent and indicate that perceived quality of the 
services provided by the host is of primary importance for user satisfaction. Furthermore, 
the physical amenities and convenient location are two other factors crucial for Airbnb 
customer happiness with the service. In addition, the results of this thesis indicate that the 
attributes that drive sharing economy’s Airbnb customer satisfaction and repurchase 
intention are closely related to traditional services. Implications and limitations of the 
findings are further discussed.!
!
! Keywords: sharing-economy, collaborative consumption, Airbnb, hospitality, 
consumer behaviour, customer satisfaction, service quality, SERVQUAL, expectations,!
disconfirmation, repurchase intention, recommendation   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CHAPTER 1: Introduction"
!
1.1 Background and Motivation"

!
“Ellens Suite actually exceeded my expectations; the 
place in reality is better than the photos. […] The hosts 
were very welcoming and you sense that they genuinely 
want to make you comfortable. Every thing went as 
planned & you instantly feel at home. […] The 
neighbourhood is lovely, very close to one of the city's 
biggest parks. […] And there is a bike for you to use if you 
want to get active while exploring. Well, will i go again if i 
have the choice? definitely YES. If you are going to 
Copenhagen & find this suite available, do not think twice 
about booking it.” (review on airbnb.com website, last 
access 18/02/16)!
!

! Even though in 2015 the term “sharing economy” was introduced into the Oxford 
English Dictionary proving the vast popularity of the emerging business concept the 
precise definition is difficult to determine (Botsman, 2015). Nevertheless, what is evident is 
the fact that increasing number of individuals are choosing sharing economy business 
services and their inevitable popularity and success. PwC has analysed and estimated a 
total revenue opportunity of five sharing economy sectors (peer-to-peer lending and 
crowd-funding, online staffing, peer-to-peer accommodation, car sharing and music and 
video streaming) worth $335 billion by 2025 from roughly $15 billion today (PwC, 2015). 
Botsman who launched collaborative consumption as a recognisable movement through 
her 2010 book has defined sharing economy as “an economic system based on sharing 
underused assets or services, for free or for a fee, directly from individuals” and as 
examples stating Airbnb, Cohealo, BlaBlaCar, JustPark, Skillshare, RelayRides and 
Landshare (Botsman, 2015). The case of this thesis is above mentioned Airbnb, which 
defines themselves as trusted community marketplace for people to list, discover, and 
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book unique accommodations around the world — online or from a mobile phone or tablet 
(airbnb.com).  Airbnb platform allows travellers to book rooms directly from homeowners 
and it crossed 2 million listings mark in 2015 (Bryan Bob, 2016). Airbnb’s CEO Brian 
Chesky doesn’t consider themselves as enemies of hotel industry rather he states that 
Airbnb offers another alternative way to travel (Carson Biz, 2015). Nevertheless, given the 
evident popularity of this alternative concept of businesses such as Airbnb, there has been 
raising concern along traditional providers in long-established industries. Sharing economy 
or also called collaborative consumption is proving to be a compelling alternative to 
traditional forms of buying and ownership since it gives people the benefits of ownership 
with reduced personal burden and cost and also lower environmental impact (Botsman 
and Rogers, 2010). Collaborative consumption is not a niche trend and it’s not a 
reactionary blip to the recession but it’s a socioeconomic groundswell that will transform 
the way companies think about their value propositions and the way people fulfil their 
needs (Botsman and Rogers, 2010). Regardless the recent popularity of sharing economy, 
the concept of sharing goods and services is an ancient and universal human behaviour 
(Belk, 2010). The success of the sharing economy platforms nowadays is partly fuelled by 
the rapid expansion of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT’s) and partly by 
the changing attitudes towards consumption shifting to growing concern about climate 
change and a yearning for social embeddedness by localness and communal consumption 
(Hamari et al., 2015).  !
! But how to explain the popularity and success of this alternative growing trend 
called “sharing economy” beyond its definition? According to consumer behaviour 
literature, success lies in satisfied consumers which lead to loyal customers and repeat 
purchase. Satisfaction provides an empirical and conceptual link between pre-purchase 
decision-making, the act of consuming, and the outcomes of consumption such as 
repurchase behaviour and loyalty (Healey, 2016). Long-term customer relationship is 
crucial for business profitability not only because loyal customers are less costly to be 
retained but also because of their willingness to recommend the service to other people 
thus creating positive word-of-mouth. According to past research, acquiring a new 
customer is about five to eight times more expensive than retaining existing ones besides 
the free advertising resulting from spreading a favourable word of mouth (Chea & Luo, 
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2008). Thus, understanding the key factors that drive satisfaction and repeat purchase in 
collaborative consumption is crucial for the sustainable business success.!

1.2 Problem Definition"

" Little research yet exists on the emerging consumer behaviour of collaborative 
consumption and theories on what attracts people to this new consumption trend are 
scarce. The main objective here is to illuminate the factors that attract and retain 
customers in the sharing economy. The area of interest is more specifically the elements 
that are the cause of customer satisfaction in the sharing economy. For this purpose an 
established theory is fitted with the data from customer´s online reviews on one sharing 
company. The goal is to answer following research question:!

! RQ: WHICH ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT DETERMINANTS OF AIRBNB USER 
" SATISFACTION?"

1.3 Structure of the thesis"

" " " " " Figure 1. Thesis structure (Source: Author’s own)"
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! In order to answer the above stated research question, this Master thesis is divided!

into seven chapters as illustrated in Figure 1. Overview of the structure of the following 
chapters: In the first chapter the background information of the topic is provided and 
motivations discussed, the problem is defined and research questions formulated. 
Furthermore, concepts and definitions are explained as well as delimitations and scope of 
this research are laid out. In the second part, literature on previous studies and 
publications on the phenomenon of collaborative consumption, consumer satisfaction, 
expectation-confirmation theory and SERVQUAL is reviewed. Third and fourth part provide 
an overview of the methodological approach of this Thesis and theory and analysis of the 
study techniques chosen. Following this, the results of the qualitative analysis are 
presented and analysed and hypotheses inspired by the findings developed. Thereafter, 
the hypotheses are tested with quantitative methods. Lastly the analysis of the results from 
the study are discussed and a conclusion is reached.!

!
1.4 Concepts and definitions"

!
! The concept of customer satisfaction occupies the central position in any business. 
One of the widely accepted theories of consumer satisfaction within the scope of 
consumer behaviour is disconfirmation paradigm (Oliver, 1980). The disconfirmation 
paradigm consists of four components: expectations, perceived performance, 
disconfirmation and satisfaction. The concept of disconfirmation paradigm is that 
consumer makes the purchase decision based on his or her expectations, during or after 
consumption a perception of the brand’s performance occurs as a consumer evaluates his 
or her experience. The process is completed when the consumer compares the service 
performance with his or her prior expectations. Finally, the expectations of the consumer 
will be matched, exceed or not met thus resulting in satisfaction when matched or 
exceeded or dissatisfaction when not met (Barsky, 1992). Accordingly, the definition of the 
satisfaction that authors of this thesis follows is that satisfaction is a result of comparison 
of the service performance with expectations (Oliver, 1980). Furthermore, according to 
disconfirmation paradigm, Overall satisfaction is determined by combining satisfaction 
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outcomes for various attributes of the service (Barsky, 1992).!

! Defining the term service quality is not without its complications as this concept is 
generally accepted as being highly subjective and residing within the perceptions of the 
customer (González et al., 2007). Most research can agree to the point that service quality 
and customer satisfaction are important antecedents to business success, the opinions 
start to differ, however, on how these concepts are to be conceptualised and what is the 
nature of their interrelationship (Baker & Crompton, 2000). The most common definition of 
service quality integrates customer expectations of the service and perceptions of whether 
the service was adequately provided (Parasuraman et al., 1985). Consequently, the 
suggestion is to determine service quality based on consumer perceptions (Cronin & 
Taylor, 1992). !
! The unique qualities of a service product which separate them from physical goods 
are those of intangibility, simultaneous production and consumption, limited possibilities for 
standardisation and inability to store the unused service product for later use or retrieve 
additional stock when demand peaks (Zeithaml et al., 1985). This means that the service 
provider gets but one chance to deliver as promised or even delight customers. 
Furthermore, this emphasises the need for obtaining and listening to the customer as the 
perception of good service is surely a highly subjective concept that is primarily based on 
the individual´s own expectations before experiencing the service. It is, therefore, not only 
important to provide excellent service but also to communicate the service offering 
accurately so that the customer´s expectations can be met or exceeded.!
!

1.5 Delimitations"
!
! The research is limited to its own scope and excludes further variables. The scope of 
this research is restricted to customers of Airbnb in Copenhagen. One should be careful to 
generalise the results to the entire population, but they still can give insight into some of 
the most important factors impacting satisfaction, repurchase intention and 
recommendation for sharing economy users especially within the travel accommodation 
context.!
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW "
!
2.1 SHARING ECONOMY"
!
Are we what we own? !
!
! The sharing of goods and services is ancient and universal human behaviour while 
the phenomena of “sharing economy” and collaborative consumption are born with the 
Internet age (Belk, 2014). Moreover, the alternative business model’s popularity and 
success are growing at an extremely rapid rate. “We are what we own” was the old 
wisdom underlying consumer behaviour for many decades with the support of Belk’s 
(1988) theory that proves consumers to use their key possessions to extend, expand, and 
strengthen their sense of self (Ahuvia, 2005). Nevertheless, today the consumer behaviour 
seems to be shifting from “you are what you own” more towards “the sharing is caring”, the 
shift from “owning and buying” to “sharing and renting”. !
! Collaborative consumption was launched as a recognisable movement through the 
book “What’s mine is yours” by Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers in 2010. In 2015, the 
term “sharing economy” was introduced in the Oxford English Dictionary proving that the 
idea of emerging business model is here to stay (Botsman, 2015). The rise of collaborative 
consumption is enabled by advances in technology, environmental concerns and social 
needs. The central idea of collaborative consumption is simple: access to services, goods 
and skills is more important than ownership of them. Botsman defines sharing economy as 
an economic system based on sharing underused assets or services, for free or for a fee, 
directly from individuals (Botsman, 2010). Two great examples of sharing economy’s 
platform success are Airbnb and Uber. The first, Airbnb, also the case of the further study 
in this thesis, is a peer-to-peer online platform which enables people to rent out residential 
accommodation, including their own homes, on a short term basis, while Uber provides 
taxi and “ride sharing” services (Martin, 2015). Both of platforms mentioned above have 
made the journey from an entrepreneurial start-up company to a multi-billion dollar 
international corporation in less than five years (Demos and Macmillian, 2015; Frier and 
Newcomer, 2015). PWC speculatively estimates a total revenue opportunity of five sharing 
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economy sectors (peer-to-peer lending and crowdfunding, online staffing, peer-to-peer 
accommodation, car sharing and music and video streaming) worth $335 billion by 2025 
from roughly $15 billion today (PwC, 2015).  Besides in 2010, Time listed collaborative 
consumption as one of “10 Ideas That Will Change the World” (Walsh, 2011). !
! Due to the evidence of the new business model’s success there has been raising 
concern along traditional providers in long-established industries; moreover, the alternative 
emerging business concept is described as transformational movement able to disrupt 
traditional business models (Piscicelli et al., 2015). Mainly it is based on the fact that 
virtually any individual now can be a competitor to the traditional businesses enabled with 
sharing economy’s platforms. Moreover, those new competitors have been largely 
unregulated and are typically able to underprice established providers. While each new 
competitor is small, in the aggregate they may be a significant drain on the revenues of 
established providers (Huefner, 2015). Heufner (2015) also points out that in addition to 
new competitors, sharing may decrease the aggregate demand for products since rather 
than each potential consumer owning an item, sharing enables a single item to serve 
multiple consumers.!
! Even though the phenomena of sharing economy and collaborative consumption 
are relatively new, there have already been several studies in the recent years executed to 
explore this new business model (see Table 1). Dąbrowska and Gutkowska (2015) studied 
collaborative consumption as a way to sustainable consumption, carrying out quantitative 
research in the Polish market. Their findings indicated that Poles have a relatively little 
awareness of the idea of sustainable consumption and that sustainable and collaborative 
consumption as a response to natural environment effects of consumerism as well as a 
reaction to the global economic crisis is seen in a minor scale among Polish consumers. 
Pedersen and Netter (2013) in their study explored barriers and opportunities for business 
models based on the idea of collaborative consumption within the fashion industry basing 
the analysis on the multiple-case study of Scandinavian fashion libraries. They indicated 
that a key benefit for members of fashion libraries was an opportunity to experiment with 
styles and looks without having to pay full price as well as exploring alternatives to 
conventional, ownership-based, fashion consumption. However, they revealed that 
currently fashion libraries remain a small-scale phenomenon with difficulties reaching the 
mainstream market, not least due to limited financial and human resources as well as 
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conventional fashion consumption patterns (Pedersen and Netter, 2013). Piscicelli et al. 
(2015) investigated how consumers' values can influence the acceptance, adoption and 
diffusion of collaborative consumption through a case study of Ecomodo a UK-based 
online marketplace where people can lend and borrow each other’s objects, spaces and 
skills. The study revealed that individual values are important determinant of collaborative 
consumption’s success. Möhlman (2015) examined the determinants of both choosing the 
sharing option over traditional business’s as well as the likelihood of using sharing option 
again concluding that they are context and industry specific.  The users of the car sharing 
service car2go were surveyed finding that cost savings, familiarity, service quality, trust, 
and utility have a positive effect on the satisfaction with a sharing option. Furthermore, the 
community belonging and utility were found to have a positive impact on the likelihood of 
choosing a sharing option again. In the same study users of the C2C accommodation 
marketplace, Airbnb were surveyed,  revealing that costs savings, familiarity, trust, and 
utility to influence the satisfaction with a sharing option positively. Besides, familiarity and 
utility were estimated to have a significant and positive effect on the likelihood of choosing 
a sharing option again. Martin (2015) in his study as well focused on the link between 
sharing economy and sustainability. In the study he revealed that even though a critique of 
hyper-consumption was central to the emergence of the sharing economy niche, it has 
been successfully reframed by regime actors as purely an economic opportunity and if it 
follows this pathway of corporate co-option it appears unlikely to drive a transition to 
sustainability. A recent study of  Henten and Windekilde (2016) discusses the possible 
foundations and implications regarding economic reasons and industrial structures related 
to sharing economy utilising Uber and Airbnb as examples. They conclude that sharing 
economy platforms create whole new markets, which were previously only possible to a 
very limited extent and these new markets might substitute for existing accommodation 
and transportation markets while on the other hand they show that there is not only 
substitution but also complementation.  Martin et al. (2015) in their paper focused on forms 
of collaborative consumption, viewed as social innovations with the potential to play a role 
in the transition to a more sustainable society. In this research, he particularly focused on 
the case of online free reuse groups (e.g., Freecycle and Freegle), as one of the largest 
and most established innovations in collaborative consumption. Forno and Garibaldi 
(2015) discussed home- swapping as an alternative form of tourism which requires trust, 
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open-mindedness, inventiveness, enthusiasm, and flexibility conducting an in-depth study 
into Italian home-swappers. McArthur (2015) explored sharing of land that had not been 
the topic of other collaborative consumption research yet particularly the motivations to 
participate in Landshare, a non-profit scheme operating in the UK, Canada, and Australia, 
which “connects growers to people with land to share.” The study finds there are 
significant social belonging and other benefits stemming from collaborative consumption 
and, in the case of Landshare, a new finding not previously reported in consumer 
behaviour research, of physical and mental health benefits. Cohen and Kietzmann (2014) 
discussed existing shared mobility business models in an effort to unveil the optimal 
relationship between service providers (agents) and the local governments (principals) to 
achieve the common goal of sustainable mobility using agency theory. They had 
concluded that shared mobility business models hold significant promise in assisting the 
transition toward more sustainable systems even though public and private models are 
with conflicts and they would have to collaborate more in the delivery of shared mobility 
services. !
TABLE 1: PRIOR LITERATURE AND KEY REFERENCES ON SHARING-ECONOMY"
Author(s) 
(Year)

Context/Case Main arguments and findings

Dąbrowska 
& 
Gutkowska 
(2015)

Collobarotive 
consumption in polish 
market

1. Collaborative consumption as one of possible ways for 
sustainable consumption; !
2. Basic sociodemographic variables and awareness of the idea 
of collaborative consumption distinguish consumers being 
supporters or opponents of collaborative consumption.

Pedersen & 
Netter 
(2013)

Multiple-case study of 
Scandinavian fashion 
libraries.

1. Fashion libraries offer interesting perspectives by allowing 
people to experiment with styles without having to pay the full 
cost and becoming a meeting place for young designers and end 
consumers; !
2. Currently fashion libraries remain a small-scale phenomenon 
with difficulties reaching the mainstream market, not least due to 
limited financial and human resources as well as conventional 
fashion consumption patterns;!
3. Discussion whether and how fashion sharing and collaboration 
holds promise as a viable business model and as a means to 
promote sustainability. 

Piscicelli et 
al. (2015)

Influence of consumers' 
values on the 
acceptance, adoption 
and diffusion of 
collaborative 
consumption/ Ecomodo

1. Lending and borrowing through Ecomodo may be appealing 
only to a (still) limited number of consumers sharing a certain, 
distinct, value orientation;!
2. Therefore, individual values may be considered partly 
responsible for a failure in wider acceptance, adoption and 
diffusion of Ecomodo that enable collaborative consumption.
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Möhlman 
(2015)

Determinants of 
choosing a sharing 
economy option & repeat 
purchase intention/ 
Car2go and Airbnb

1. Satisfaction and the likelihood of choosing a sharing option 
again is predominantly explained by determinants serving users’ 
self-benefit;!
2. Utility, trust, cost savings, and familiarity were found to be 
essential in both cases, while service quality and community 
belonging were identified solely in Car2go case

Martin 
(2015)

Analysis of the online!
sharing economy 
contrasting and 
contradictory ways of 
framing.

1. Actors seeking to empower the niche employ three framings — 
the sharing economy is: (1) an economic opportunity; (2) a more 
sustainable form of consumption; and, (3) a pathway to a 
decentralised, equitable and sustainable economy;!
2. Actors resisting the development of the niche employ three 
different framings — the sharing economy is: (4) creating 
unregulated marketplaces; (5) reinforcing the neoliberal 
paradigm; and, (6) an incoherent field of innovation;!
3. Regime actors tended to frame the sharing economy in 
predominately commercial terms (1 and 4). whilst, niche actors 
tended to employ broader framings (2, 3 and 5), seeking to open 
up a pathway for the sharing economy aligned with a transition to 
sustainability;!
4. However, in the five years since the emergence of a sharing 
economy concept rooted in a critique of hyper-consumption, it 
has been successfully reframed by regime actors as purely an 
economic opportunity 

Henten & 
Windekilde 
(2016)

Sharing economy from a 
business modelling and 
industrial structure 
perspective/ Airbnb and 
Uber.

1. Theoretical framework for analysing the structural implications 
of the sharing economy based on theories on multi-sided 
platforms, transaction costs and substitution and 
complementation; !
2. Internet-based platforms facilitate drastic reductions in the 
transaction costs between users and providers of, for instance, 
private accommodation and transportation which creates whole 
new markets, which were previously only possible to a very 
limited extent.

Martin et al. 
(2015)

Examination of the 
causes, processes and 
outcomes of grassroots 
niche organisations 
becoming more 
commercially-oriented/ 
Freegle,

1. Grassroots organisation may be subject to coercive and 
indirect (isomorphic) pressures to become more commercially-
oriented and highlight the ambiguities of this dynamic;!
2. Global niche actors may exert coercive pressures that limit the!
enactment and propagation of the practices and values of 
grassroots organisations.

Forno & 
Garibaldi 
(2015) 

Travel and tourism/ 
home swapping in Italy

1. Home-swapping is an alternative form of tourism which 
requires trust, open-mindedness, inventiveness, enthusiasm, and 
flexibility;!
2. Budget concerns are a key element in the growth of home-
exchange tourism, hoverer this way of travelling attracts people 
with a well-defined lifestyle.

Author(s) 
(Year)

Context/Case Main arguments and findings
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! Most of the reviewed literature discuss the link between collaborative consumption 
and more sustainable way of consumption revealing controversial findings (Dąbrowska 
and Gutkowska, 2015; Martin, 2015). It is studied whether collaborative consumption is 
purely an economic opportunity and is commercially oriented (Martin et al.,2015) or is it a 
more sustainable form of consumption where the members share certain values and 
lifestyles (McArthur, 2015; Forno and Garibaldi, 2015). Moreover, the issue whether 
collaborative consumption is an opportunity for niche businesses (Pedersen and Netter, 
2013), alternative substitution for traditional businesses or can it be complementary to 
traditional businesses (Henten and Windekilde, 2016) is examined and discussed. Another 
area of research in collaborative consumption context is a relationship between the public 
and private institutions and what is the role of governments and regulations in the sharing 
economy context (Cohen and Kietzmann, 2014). The motivations and determinants of the 
choice of sharing economy platforms is another field of interest in the sharing economy 
context (Piscicelli et al., 2015; Möhlman, 2015). !
! The aim of this Master Thesis is to explore determinants that trigger user 
satisfaction in sharing economy’s platform Airbnb. Therefore, from here on in this paper, 
the authors continue with the theory of customer satisfaction as well as service quality and 
its measurement to proceed with the research and intend to answer proposed research 
question.!
!

McArthur 
(2015)

Motivations to participate 
in Landshare

1. Significant social belonging and other benefits stemming from 
collaborative consumption and, in the case of Landshare, a new 
finding not previously reported in consumer behaviour research, 
of physical and mental health benefits;!
2. Illuminates the importance of cultivating a sense of community 
and connection among constituents, and the need to demonstrate 
how their use and participation will carry payoff in identity 
formation, ideals, and ideal selves.

Cohen & 
Kietzmann 
(2014)

Sharing vehicles/ roles 
the different agents and 
principals play in sharing 
economies 

1. Private or public models are fraught with conflicts, and point to 
a merit model as the most promising alignment of the strengths of 
agents and principals;!
2.  Complete privatisation of transit services may lead to agency 
conflicts and insufficient service extension;!
3.  Shared mobility service providers will become an increasingly 
important and integrated component of the local transportation 
system.

Author(s) 
(Year)

Context/Case Main arguments and findings
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2.2 SATISFACTION AND EXPECTATION - CONFIRMATION 
THEORY "
!
“The customer’s perception is your reality.”!
! ! ! - Kate Zabriskie!
!
! In today’s competitive environment customer satisfaction is the key to company’s 
success and growth. According to Yi (1990) consumer satisfaction is commonly defined as 
the consumer's response to the evaluation of the perceived discrepancy between some 
comparison standards (e.g., expectations) and the perceived performance of the product. 
Satisfaction is usually held to comprise a post‐consumption evaluation of a product or 
service that results in feelings of fulfilment. Customers' needs and desires are therefore 
central to satisfaction formation since a customer seeks to fulfil these through some act of 
consumption. Satisfaction is, then, the psychological response to judgements of met 
needs, desires, expectations, and goals (Healey, 2016). The customers see various uses 
and values in products and services.When combined they form the customer’s perception 
of the value of a product or service, and they determine the customer’s expectations 
(Vranesevic, 2004). Satisfaction is also influential concerning more immediate post‐
consumption behaviours such as complaining. Complaining and word‐of‐mouth responses 
are most prevalent where dissatisfaction results from perceived inequity, and when 
customers directly attribute poor performance to the organisation (Oliver et al.,1997). 
When the expectations of customers are not matched with the perceived service quality 
resulting in dissatisfaction, they can also leave negative reviews on such platforms as 
Airbnb. Johnston (1995) shows that some service attributes may not be critical for 
consumer satisfaction but can be critical for dissatisfaction when they are performed 
poorly. Apart from that there is a reason to believe that good performance of particular 
service quality attribute has less impact on overall satisfaction than a negative 
performance of the same attribute (Mittal et al., 1998). Therefore, it is crucial to emphasise 
that regardless of how outstanding employees or enterprise think they are the factor that 
determines company’s success is customer’s perception. How good the product, service 
or the company is in the customer’s mind is what decides the wealth of the business.!
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! In line with Yi’s (1991) definition of consumer satisfaction as being consumer’s 
response to the evaluation of the perceived discrepancy between comparison standards 
and perceived performance is expectation-confirmation theory (ECT). In ECT, the 
backbone of satisfaction is the comparison with what was expected with the performance 
known as confirmation/disconfirmation process. As claimed by the originating author of 
ECT theory Satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) results from experiencing a service quality 
encounter and comparing that encounter with what was expected (Oliver, 1980). 
Expectation-confirmation theory is extensively used in consumer behaviour research to 
study consumer satisfaction, post-purchase behaviour and service marketing in general 
(Anderson and Sullivan, 1993; Dabholkar et al., 2000; Oliver, 1980, 1993; Patterson et al., 
1997; Tse and Wilton, 1988). ECT framework consists of four main elements which are 
expectations, perceived performance, disconfirmation and satisfaction. The theory 
indicates that firstly, consumers create an initial expectation of a particular product or 
service prior to purchase which serves as a comparison standard in ECT which consumers 
use to evaluate performance and form a disconfirmation judgement. Consequently 
following is the use of the particular product or service. After the consumption of the 
particular product or service consumers form perceptions about its performance. From 
there on, consumers compare the perceived performance with their original expectations 
and assess the extent to which those expectations were disconfirmed. Thereafter, based 
on the confirmation level and expectations on which this confirmation was based, the 
consumers form a satisfaction or dissatisfaction accordingly (Bhattacherjee, 2001). 
Disconfirmation is hypothesised to affect satisfaction, with positive disconfirmation leading 
to satisfaction and negative disconfirmation leading to dissatisfaction (Oliver 1980). Finally, 
satisfied consumers will form a repurchase intention while dissatisfied users will 
discontinue its use (Bhattacherjee, 2001). !
! Customers form their future purchase intentions based on the value obtained from 
the previous contact with the service with relationship benefits being a proxy for 
expectations of future benefits (Olaru et al., 2008). Customer loyalty is achieved in part 
through continued satisfaction. Loyalty is difficult to obtain, particularly in certain product 
categories, but is robust and beneficial once developed (Oliver, 1999). Recommendation is 
another outcome of satisfied customers as well as a component of customer loyalty and is 
also referred to as positive word-of-mouth (WOM) (Bolton and Drew, 1991). Fuelled by the 
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growth of Internet usage and technology development the traditional WOM has 
transformed to e-WOM defined as various types of electronic communications (Lee et al.,
2007) the online reviews of Airbnb users being one of them. It is believed that satisfied 
customers will be likely to engage in word of mouth favourable to the business (Bitner, 
1990; Oliver, 1980). Customers often rely on more informal and personal communication 
sources when making purchase decisions rather than formal sources such as advertising 
campaigns. Therefore, Word Of Mouth is considered one of the most powerful forces in the 
marketplace (Bansal, 2000). Positive word of mouth implies relating pleasant, vivid or 
novel experiences in the form of recommendations to others (Anderson, 1998). 
Furthermore, in service context WOM process provides a special solution for their problem 
of intangibility (Bristor, 1990). Since the customer might not be able to understand the 
service fully before its consumption because of its intangibility, he/she might rely on the 
other consumers’ experiences or WOM. Therefore, recommendations as part of eWOM 
are paramount in a service product context such as Airbnb. Furthermore, satisfaction 
directly influences company profits by improving customer retention (Anderson, Fornell 
and Lehmann, 1994). Möhlmann (2015) found that satisfaction with a sharing option, 
among Airbnb users, did, in fact, have a positive effect on the likelihood of repurchase 
behaviour. Similarly, González et al. (2007) found customer satisfaction to have a clear 
influence on behavioural intentions, such as recommendations and revisit intent in their 
study on spa tourists. Moreover, satisfied customers are more likely to increase their 
consumption rates, and will be more resistant to price changes and the advances of 
competitors. !
! One of the disciplines where expectation - confirmation theory is used widely is 
information systems (IS). More precisely, expectation - confirmation model (ECM) is 
commonly used to explain why and how customers are motivated to continue to use web - 
based services. Continuance Intention is a crucial subject of studies in the information 
systems (IS) research area. IS continuance intention is defined as user’s decision to 
continue to use a specific IS that he or she has already been using (Lee and Kwon, 2011). 
ECM in the context of IS continuance intentions claims that the factors influencing this 
intention are user’s satisfaction with IS which is determined by the level of user’s 
confirmation of expectations after acceptance which is represented by perceived 
usefulness. According to expectation - confirmation theory in IS context user’s satisfaction 
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with initial IS use is positively related to their continuance intention (Halilovic and Cicic, 
2013).!
! There are various studies conducted based on Expectation - Confirmation theory 
and Model to examine the continuance intention and repeat purchase intentions in 
different contexts (see Table 2). Bhattacherjee (2001) in his study examined the impact of 
IS user confirmation, satisfaction and perceived usefulness on the continuance intention 
using USA online banking users as a sample. The results of the study indicated that while 
post-acceptance usefulness perception continues to influence users’ continuance 
intention, user satisfaction with prior use has a relatively stronger effect on the dependent 
variable. Moreover, it revealed that user satisfaction is determined primarily by users’ 
confirmation of expectations from prior use and secondarily by perceived usefulness. 
Bhattacherjee (2001b) also examined key drivers of consumers’ intention to continue using 
business to consumer e-commerce services using a field survey of online brokerage users 
where he added loyalty incentives as one of the determinants of continuance intention. 
Results of this study supported that satisfaction and perceived usefulness are strong 
predictors of consumers intention to continue their use of B2C (business-to-consumer) 
services. Loyalty incentives did not have any significant effect on continuance intention, 
but it had significant interaction with perceived usefulness thus suggesting that incentive 
programmes such as frequent flier miles, loyalty points, and cash-back plans are not 
universally effective customer retention strategies, but are effective only when consumers 
find the service useful (Bhattacherjee, 2001b). In the study of Casaló et al. (2014) 
consumer participation in online virtual travel communities was explained as well as the 
effect of online communities on consumer behavioural intentions to use those 
communities’ products and to follow the communities advice was analysed. Trust, affective 
commitment and participation were integrated into the ECM by Casaló et al. (2014). Chea 
and Luo (2008) in addition to continuance intention studied word-of-mouth complaint and 
recommendation behaviours. The findings indicated that when e-service customers are 
satisfied with their use of e-service, they tend to continue to use the service, file fewer 
complaints, and spread positive word-of-mouth accordingly however, negative affect is 
directly associated with complaint intention in e-service settings. Hong et al. (2006) 
conducted research on mobile internet users’ continuance intention by comparing three 
prospective models of continued IT usage behaviour (ECM-IT, TAM, EECM-IT), extending 
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ECM-IT with integrating TAM (Technology acceptance model) thus providing additional 
information to increase understanding of continued IT usage. Hung et al. (2012) in their 
research examined determinants of mobile shopping (m-shopping) continuance utilising 
extended expectation-confirmation model (ECM) by incorporating trust. They concluded 
that mobile commerce providers should focus more on the establishing of a trustworthy 
shopping environment first. After a trustworthy transaction mechanism has been 
established, the m-shopping providers can then improve the performance of their products 
and services, and in turn, satisfy the m-shoppers.!
! Kang et al.(2009) in their research extended the ECM perspective with additional 
contributions of regret and self-image congruity. It was concluded that self-image congruity 
plays a significant role in forming two post-adoption expectations, perceived usefulness 
and perceived enjoyment. Furthermore, regret is found to be the most important 
antecedent of continuance intention. Lee (2009) synthesised ECM with Technology 
acceptance model (TAM), theory of planned behaviour (TPB) and the row theory to explain 
users’ continuance intention towards e-learning. The results of the study showed that 
satisfaction is the strongest predictor of users’ continuance intention, followed by perceived 
usefulness, attitude, concentration, and perceived behavioural control as significant but 
weaker predictors. Lin et. al (2005) integrated perceived playfulness into the ECM to study 
continued use of a web-site and suggested the extended ECT model as an!
appropriate tool to study web site effects. Perceived playfulness, confirmation to 
satisfaction, and perceived usefulness all contributed significantly to the users’ intent to 
reuse a web site. Such variables as perceived benefits, perceived sacrifices and perceived 
value have been used to integrate into the ECT model in different studies to determine 
continuance intention (Lin et al., 2005, 2012). Recker (2010) explained the continued 
usage of process modelling grammars by adding perceived ease of use to the ECM. The 
substantial and significant impact of ease of use perceptions on user satisfaction and 
willingness to continue to use a process modelling grammar suggested that organisations 
should make sure their employees receive appropriate training.!
!
!
!
!
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TABLE 2: PRIOR LITERATURE AND KEY REFERENCES ON ECM"

Author(s) 
(Year)

Context/Case Main arguments and findings

Bhattacherj
ee (2001)

Continuance 
Intention/ online 
banking

1. Users’ continuance intention is determined by their!
satisfaction with IS use and perceived usefulness of continued 
IS use;!
2. User satisfaction, in turn, is influenced by their confirmation of 
expectation from prior IS use and perceived usefulness;!
3. Post-acceptance perceived usefulness is influenced by users’ 
confirmation level.

Bhattacherj
ee (2001b)

Continuance 
intention/ online 
brokerage users

1. Continuance intention is determined by satisfaction with initial 
service use, perceived usefulness of service use, and the 
interaction between perceived usefulness and loyalty incentives 
for service use;!
2. Satisfaction and perceived usefulness are both predicted!
by consumers’ confirmation of expectations from initial service 
use. 

Casaló et 
al. (2014) 

Consumer 
participation in 
on‑line travel 
communities.

1.  Integrating relational capital into the information systems 
continuance model effectively predicts consumer participation in 
these communities;!
2.  Moderating effect of selected personal attributes for 
determining consumer participation;!
3.  Participation in on‑line travel communities has a positive 
effect on consumer intention to use on‑line community products, 
and trust in the community has a positive effect on intentionto 
follow advice obtained from the community.

Chea & 
Luo (2008)

Continuance 
intention, 
recommendatio
n and complaint/ 
e-service 

1. Satisfaction is a significant predictor of all three post-adoption 
behaviours: continuance, complaint and recommendation;!
2.  Negative affective response to e-service use was found to 
directly predict complaint behaviour, but positive affect and 
negative affect did not influence customer satisfaction.

Hong et al. 
(2006)

Compared three 
prospective 
models of 
continued IT 
usage 
behaviour

1. The results provide evidence of the utility of ECM-IT;!
2. TAM could also be used to understand users' continued IT 
usage intention;!
3. EECM-IT, a hybrid model incorporating the constructs!
of both ECM-IT and TAM, showed potential to provide!
a more complete explanation about users' post-adoption!
behaviour.

Hung et al. 
(2012)

Determinants of 
mobile shopping 
continuance

1. Trust can overcome the limitations of ECM on predicating m-
shopping continuance and improve the explanatory power of 
initial ECM;!
2. Perceived usefulness is not a significant variable in!
determining the m-shopping continuance.
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!
! As well as studies on IS continuance intention there have been researches 
conducted on repeat purchases in online commerce since customer loyalty and repeat 
purchasing are critical to the survival and success of any business (Chiu et al., 2012). 
Even when internet vendors are successful in creating initial sales with the customers, 
they often find it difficult to generate further sales, over fifty percent of customers stop 
visiting the web site of the store completely before their third anniversary of using the 
website (Kim and Gupta, 2009). Moreover, repeat customers are five times more profitable 
than new customers since they are less sensitive to price, have greater spending capacity, 
can be served at a lower cost and pass on positive recommendations to others (Gupta and 
Kim, 2007). In the study of Chiu et al. (2012) they were focusing on online stores to 
investigate the relationship between habit, trust and repeat purchase intention. Gupta and 
Kim (2007) argue that perceived value consists of perceived price, convenience and 
pleasure and conclude that they have a significant impact on repurchase intention. !
! Besides customer repurchase intention, recommendation is as well an important 
dimension of customer loyalty (Jin and Su, 2009). Positive recommendation is defined as 

Kang et al.
(2009)

Extending 
ECM with self-
image!
congruity and 
regret 

1. Self-image congruity plays a key role in forming the two post-
adoption beliefs: perceived usefulness and perceived enjoyment;!
2. The absolute effect of regret on continuance intention is larger 
than the effects of other antecedents identified in IS. 

Lee (2009) Continuance 
intention/ e-
learning

1. Satisfaction has the most significant effect on users’ 
continuance intention, followed by perceived usefulness;!
2. Attitude, concentration, subjective norm, and perceived 
behaviour control are significant but weaker predictors. 

Lin et. al 
(2005) 

Integrating 
perceived 
playfulness into 
ECM to study 
continued use of 
a web site

1. Perceived playfulness, confirmation to satisfaction, and 
perceived usefulness all contributes significantly to the users’ 
intent to reuse a web site.

Recker 
(2010)

Continuance 
intention/ 
process 
modelling!
grammars

1. The study confirmed the applicability of IT usage models to 
the domain of process modelling!
2. Differences in continued usage intentions depended on the 
grammar type instead of the user characteristics.

Author(s) 
(Year)

Context/Case Main arguments and findings
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consumer willingness to recommend a service provider to other consumers (Va źquez-
Casielles et al., 2009). In online commerce, people decide whether to buy the products on 
the Internet depending on online customer reviews which is a type of electronic word-of-
mouth. !
! Now when the the concepts of customer satisfaction and repeat purchase intention 
and recommendation are reviewed, the authors move to service quality dimensions and its 
measurement to proceed with the Thesis. !

2.3 Service quality dimensions and measuring service quality"
! Service quality perceptions are derived from the comparison of customer 
perceptions of the service they received with their expectations of the services. Service 
quality is a crucial determinant of success in attracting repeat business within a hospitality 
industry (Saleh and Ryan, 1991). Intangibility, heterogeneity and inseparability of 
production and consumption are three main characteristics of services that also make it 
challenging to assess the quality in the service industry (Armstrong, 1998). Parasuraman, 
Zeithaml and Berry (1985) developed a tool called SERVQUAL for the purpose of 
measuring service quality within the financial services sector. However, since this tool is 
designed to measure the particular components of the service that are believed to 
generate satisfaction it is also applied within hospitality industry (Saleh and Ryan, 1991). !

!
!
" " " Figure 2. SERVQUAL model (Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry, 1988)"
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!
SERVQUAL is based on earlier discussed expectation - disconfirmation theory and 
originally had ten dimensions which were later on by its creator’s subsequent work (1988) 
reduced to five (see figure 2). Those dimensions are as following: !
!
! Reliability - The ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately;!
! Assurance - The knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to convey 
! trust and confidence;!
! Tangibles - The appearance of physical facilities, equipment, personnel and !
! communication materials;!
! Empathy - The provision of caring, individualised attention to customers, ! !
! Responsiveness - The willingness to help customers and to provide prompt !
! service.!
!
 ! Those five dimensions further consist of 22 indicators evaluated with seven-point !
Likert Scale. According to this model, service quality is measured by subtracting 
customer’s perception scores from customer expectation scores and the bigger the 
positive score, the greater the positive amount of the service quality and vice versa (Pizam 
and Ellis, 1999). Expectations that are met or exceeded are taken to mean that the 
customer is satisfied with the service and if expectations are higher than perceived service 
the opposite is true (Athony et al., 2004). With these means, SERVQUAL provides a 
technology for measuring and managing service quality and it has been proposed as an 
instrument to measure perceived service quality within a wide range of service categories 
(Fick and Ritchie, 1991).!
! Fick and Ritchie (1991) examined the applicability of SERVQUAL across four major 
sectors of travel and tourism industry. Even though, it was not without shortcomings, they 
still indicated that SERVQUAL shows the relative importance of consumer expectations 
with respect for the different dimensions of service quality across various actions of 
tourism. They also pointed out that the scale allows comparisons of the different service 
quality dimensions across different tourism sectors and that it provides insights concerning 
the nature and extent of service quality differences across firms within the same sector of 
tourism. Saleh and Ryan (1991) in their study utilised SERVQUAL within hospitality 
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context and argued that the main source of dissatisfaction is the existence of gaps 
between clients’ and management perceptions of attributes of the hotel, and between 
client expectation and perception of the services offered. Bojanic and Rosen (1994) 
applied SERVQUAL tool in the restaurant industry and discovered that the main gap here 
is primarily too high expectations for the customers which are further not met. They 
suggest to educate consumers better about the service so that they will have realistic 
expectations as well as train employees so that they now both what is expected of them 
and how they should react under varying circumstances. Lee and Hing (1995) assess the 
usefulness and application of the SERVQUAL instrument in measuring and comparing 
service quality within the fine dining sector of the restaurant industry. In their study they 
demonstrate how easily and inexpensively the instrument can be used to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of individual restaurants’ service dimensions so that 
management can improve weak aspects of service and refine their marketing efforts so 
that customer expectations are met (Lee and Hing, 1995). Ryan and Cliff (1997) also 
confirmed the reliability of the SERVQUAL scale but within travel agencies of New 
Zealand. While SERVQUAL is most widely used measurement of perceived service 
quality, other models from that have derived. SERVPERF is an alternative measurement 
scale focusing on the measurement of service performance and suggesting that scale 
items may differ based on the industry and may be influenced by the level of consumer 
involvement (Cronin and Taylor, 1992). FAIRSERV is another model derived from 
SERVQUAL indicating that apart from traditional SERVQUAL dimensions consumers are 
also interested in service fairness or justice (Carr, 2007).!
! However four out of five dimensions of the SERVQUAL tool are limited to staff 
service quality and only one is concerned with tangibles. Therefore, there are various 
studies particularly focusing on hospitality industry where different attributes of the service 
are measured. Among those attributes perceived by guests as important when evaluating 
the performed service quality in hotels are cleanliness, security and safety, employees’ 
empathy and competence, convenient location, value for money and physical facilities 
(Atkinson, 1988; Knutson, 1988). Markovi´c and Raspor (2010) reveal that the main 
dimensions of perceived service quality in hotels are reliability, empathy and competence 
of the staff, accessibility and tangibles. !
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! Numerous researchers have found the behaviour of front-line staff to be of 
importance for customer satisfaction in hotels as the actions of this contact-personnel is an 
integral part of the simultaneous production and consumption of the accommodation 
offering (Grobelna & Marcizewska, 2013; Madar, 2014; Salazar, Costa & Rita, 2010). 
Personal interaction with the staff and the front-line employee’ attempts to make guests 
feel special in traditional hotel businesses has proven to have a strong influence on 
developing long-term guest loyalty (Atkinson, 1988; Knutson, 1988). Antony et al. (2004) 
found responsiveness to be the most critical dimension of service quality in their study of 
UK hotels using the SERVQUAL instrument. Furthermore, they recommended that 
management needs to interact more with their guests as a way of discovering first-hand 
their needs and wants (Antony et al., 2004). Other studies using similar methods to 
research service quality and the antecedents to satisfaction in hotel industry have found 
front-line staff empathy and personalised service to be desirable (Madar, 2014; Grobelna & 
Marciszewska, 2013). Salazar et al. (2010) found that emotions play a significant role in 
guests´ perceptions of quality, suggesting an emphasis on the aspect of the service that 
enables the guest to feel welcomed, respected and important. Furthermore it is pointed out 
that the post-modern tourist prefers to travel outside the beaten track, to try something 
new and to experience authentic encounters with locals during their travels (Dredge & 
Gyimóthy, 2015).!
! Studies in the hospitality sector have identified convenient location as an 
important factor for choice of accommodations as well as for return intentions for business 
travellers in particular (Knutson, 1988; Callan and Bowman, 2000; McCleary et al., 1993) 
and although it would be logical to assume this to be an important factor for tourists as well 
it is not prominent in studies of service quality using the SERVQUAL dimensions, and 
when it is at all present as a dimension it will be under the dimension tangibles along with 
physical amenities and staff appearance (Salazar et al., 2010; Madar, 2014; Antony et al., 
2004). Lewis (1984) stress out that importance of location diverges very strongly between 
business and leisure customers as business travellers are more concerned about location 
being convenient. In a study involving Chinese travellers in Hong Kong, Heung (2000) 
included location as an attribute under Convenience and found it to be one of the lesser 
influencers of overall satisfaction. In a study of tourist movements, Shoval et al. (2011) 
found the location of the hotel in which they were staying to have a profound impact on the 
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tourists´movements around the city, the majority of their time being spent in the immediate 
vicinity of the hotel.!
! In numerous studies of hotel service quality, the element of physical amenities has 
been identified as an important contributor to perceived service quality (Najafi et al., 2013; 
Akbaba, 2006; Wilkins et al., 2007; Ladhari, 2011). Research studies on traditional hotels 
imply that room amenities and offered facilities which often includes quality of the bed/ 
mattress and pillow, as well as a quality of the in-room temperature control, are vital 
factors for guest satisfaction (Knutson, 1988; McCleary et al., 1993; Gilbert and Morris, 
1995). Typically in those studies amenities are combined with cleanliness and quietness of 
the room.!
! Cleanliness of the accommodation has been found to be a significant contributor to 
guest satisfaction and revisit intent (Heung, 2000; Lockyer, 2003). According to Herzberg’s 
(1962) dual factor theory, dissatisfaction is more likely to come from more tangible 
elements, for instance cleanliness, while the same elements don’t drive satisfaction as 
strongly (Herzberg, 1962). The customer´s zone of tolerance is small when it comes to 
failures in these respects, physical amenities and cleanliness, and it is important to have 
the basics in order the first time around (Slazar et al., 2010).!
! To conclude, in contrast to products or pure services, most hotel or hospitality 
experiences are a combination of products and services. Therefore, one can argue that 
satisfaction with a hospitality experience such as a stay at Airbnb apartment is a sum total 
of satisfactions with the individual elements or attributes of all the products and 
services that make up the experience (Pizam and Ellis, 1999). The ultimate goal of this 
Master Thesis is to explore those attributes; thus the Authors move on with the analysis of 
the data uncovered with the content analysis of Airbnb online reviews after settling the 
research design.!

!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER 3: Research design"
3.1 Case design"
! This research follows a case design, where a specific organisation, in this case its 
users, is used as a representative for the industry in which it operates. As a major player in 
the sharing economy, Airbnb is a solid example of the emerging business model. Due to 
the size and reach of this community, the access to data in the form of customer reviews 
on this web-page is extensive, therefore this company was a good case for this research 
and its purposes.!
! Case study can be used for a variety of purposes and definitions vary accordingly, 
often distinguishing between single-and multi-case studies. Yin (2009) distinguishes a 
case study from other types of research designs, such as experiments or surveys, and 
regarded single-case studies to be of three types: Critical, extreme or revelatory. 
Furthermore, he divided these into holistic or embedded studies, where the embedded 
type would include one or more sub-units (Yin, 2009). From the various definitions and 
uses suggested for case design, it seems that they can be useful sources of information 
for several different research purposes, and their usefulness is determined largely on the 
bases of the specific research purpose and type of research questions being examined 
(Blaikie, 2010).!
! The criticisms of case study revolve largely around their qualitative nature, and 
thereby lack of generalizable results. Furthermore, some researchers have argued that the 
case study is too time-consuming and unmanageable - confusing the case study with 
particular types of data collection (Blaikie, 2010). Others, however, imply that studying a 
single case is more manageable and appropriate for researching, in depth, a problem 
within a limited time-frame (Bell, 2014).!
! This research uses a case study design, where a specific social unit, here the 
Airbnb online community, is used as a representative for the industry in which it operates. 
The research topic is the sharing economy and Airbnb users are one part of this consumer 
group. For this research project, the case design was not as much a methodological 
choice at it was a choice of the source of data. While this is an uncommon view of the 
case studies, it fits the purposes of the research (Blaikie, 2010).!
!
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3.2 Methods"

! Methods are commonly divided into either quantitative or qualitative, although 
increasingly this dichotomy is being challenged and arguments for the use of mixed 
methods have emerged as the approach gains popularity (Blaikie, 2010). Two of these 
arguments, as presented by Blaikie (2010), are relevant to this research and the reasoning 
behind the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods: !

1. The strengths of one method can offset the weaknesses in the other,!

2. More comprehensive evidence can be provided.!

(Blaikie, 2010; p. 219)!

! Where qualitative research is concerned with exploring the meanings and 
interpretations of social actors in some context, quantitative research is concerned mainly 
with producing numeric, statistical results. In this instance the data that is collected is 
qualitative, unstructured online comments, and is subjected to a content analysis in order 
to reveal frequencies of certain attributes being mentioned. This is done in a qualitative 
manner using Nvivo, and in a quantitative manner using SPSS statistics. The reasoning for 
this approach follows the two arguments presented above. The mixed method approach 
produces more comprehensive evidence for the attributes leading to satisfaction or 
repurchase intent by adding to the analysis regression, for elaborating the internal 
relationships between the categories by adding a prediction of causality as well as 
directional effect. The weaknesses of the qualitative analysis, that it does not predict 
causality or directional effect, is thereby offset by adding a statistical analysis. !

!
3.3 Research strategy"

! In order to increase understanding of this new consumer behaviour, this paper will 
attempt to identify the needs and wants of the customers by analysing reviews left by 
users of a company that can be considered a major player in the sharing economy today, 
namely Airbnb. By looking at the comments left by guests who have used the 
accommodations of private hosts listed on the company´s web-site (www.airbnb.com), the 
factors most frequently mentioned and evaluated by its consumers are considered 
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to be the most important ones for users in achieving a satisfactory experience. !

! The aim of this research is to understand the sharing economy in terms of it´s 
participants´ meanings and motives, to understand why they choose this option of 
consuming over or along with other options. The project does not attempt to validate an 
existing theory on the behaviour of consumers within the sharing economy, but adopts a 
more ´bottom up´ approach by using the consumers´own accounts of an experience to 
discover/uncover the elements that drive this consumption. By using the consumers´own, 
unstructured, accounts one adopts an insider point of view rather than inflicting the 
researcher´s predetermined viewpoint upon the research subjects. The subject of interest 
here is the reasons for satisfaction and repurchase behaviour as perceived and self-
reported by sharing economy users, specifically, their opinions about the service which in 
turn are based on their previously held expectations. !

! From these unstructured accounts of an experience with a service, a more structured 
and technical account is created/constructed by categorising the elements of service that 
are mentioned, in a methodical manner, using content analysis for the classifications of the 
user generated content. The expression from a Airbnb user stating “I will definitely try to 
stay with her again”  is thus interpreted by the researchers as an expression of repurchase 
intent by classifying this unit of analysis in the category Recommend/revisit. !

! The understanding obtained from constructing the more scientific account of the online 
reviews and their content is supplemented by incorporating theory and analysing the data 
in terms of previous research on satisfaction and service quality dimensions within the 
service industry. This will yield results that can lead to answering the research questions of 
this project and perhaps illuminate areas of interest that are worth further research.!

! This approach follows to the logic of an abductive research strategy, which is 
suitable for answering the ´why´ questions of this research where the understanding of 
collaborative consumption behaviour is based on the reasons given by the social actors 
themselves and thus incorporates “the meanings and interpretations, the motives and 
intentions, that people use in their everyday lives, and which direct their behavior” (Blaikie, 
2009; p.89). !

!
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3.4 Paradigm"

! Applying content analysis requires following to some degree the naturalistic paradigms 
as this approach means quantifying the word data collected in order to subject it to 
statistical analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Although the method follows rigorous 
instructions given by the coding scheme which is inspired by the theory, this process in 
undoubtedly affected by some degree of subjectivity and interpretation. This is inevitable 
with the nature of this type of social research, having the aim of discovering the 
expectations and repurchase intent of Airbnb users by analysing their own subjective 
account of the experience. !

! Thus, the research follows the social realist paradigm, accepting that social reality is 
constructed by the actions of social actors, making it impossible to understand completely 
independently from social conditioning. Reality, however, does exist independently from 
people´s perception of it, it is just not entirely possible to measure without some element of 
interpretation on behalf of the researcher as well as the subjects being researched. On the 
continuum from positivism to interpretivism this paradigm sits somewhat in the middle, 
following the scientific procedure and theory based approach of the positivists while 
accepting that subjectivity through social conditioning is unavoidable as one can not 
remove the self from the social world. As such, social reality is a construct of the social 
actors´ perceptions of it, both the subjects being investigated and the researcher´s, and 
can not be understood independently from presumptions such as social constructs and 
theories hereof (Blaikie, 2010; Farquhar, 2012).!

3.5 Research philosophy"

! Concerned with the manner in which knowledge is created as well as how social 
reality is structured and viewed are two sets of assumptions. The ontological assumptions 
are concerned with the nature of reality, whether it is independent from our perceptions 
and interpretations of it or highly effected by the subjective opinions and cultural 
assumptions that define human behaviour (Blaikie, 2010).!

! Congruent with the abductive research strategy, following Blaikie (2010), are the 
idealist ontology (alternatively the subtle realist) and a constructionist epistemology. 
For the purpose of this research, where the area of interest is the social reality of the 
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subjects being observed, the assumption that “social reality is made up of shared 
interpretations that social actors produce and reproduce as they go about their everyday 
lives” (Blaikie, 2010; p. 93) is appropriate. Similarly the assumptions of constructionism 
that “Everyday knowledge is the outcome of people having to make sense of their 
encounters with the physical world and other people, and social scientific knowledge is the 
outcome of social scientists reinterpreting this everyday knowledge into technical 
account” (Blaikie, 2010; p. 95) is congruent with the adopted approach for understanding 
the consumers in the sharing economy. The analysis of online comments involves 
interpreting the social actors´own accounts of their behaviour and that of others and this 
information is written in the everyday language of the respondents and, consequently, 
assumes shared knowledge of the situation being described by the reader.!

3.6 Content analysis"

! Content analysis, sometimes referred to as symbol analysis, has been a well defined 
methodology since the release of the first general textbook on the subject in 1952. This 
technique is inevitably quantitative by nature as the purpose is to count frequencies along 
with a systematic and objective approach to measurements and categorisation. 
Furthermore, one of its major functions is to test hypotheses and reveal causalities. By 
properly applying this technique one can gain insight into society by revealing, through 
communications, the aspects of most important to the social actors involved. The logic 
being that what is most important to the members of society will be what is most 
frequently mentioned in communications (Franzosi, 2008).  !

! This project applies directed content analysis which follows a structured process where 
the initial coding scheme and categories are designed in accordance with the dimensions 
of the service quality theory, not derived entirely from the data itself however inspired by 
the qualitative analysis of study one. The coding scheme is then edited and refined in 
order to suit the content of the data. The directed approach to content analysis, although 
deductive/inductive by nature, was used to achieve greater structure in the coding process 
than one would by using conventional content analysis. This would better facilitate the 
statistical analysis of a sample of the data and increase coding reliability (Hsieh & 
Shannon, 2005).      !
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3.7 Coding scheme"

! Content analysis relies on a coding scheme based on a set of coding categories, 
which is applied by a coder to a body of text with the aim to quantify the frequencies of 
occurrences of the coding categories. Following discussions and advice on best practices 
from reviewed literature on the subject, an initial coding scheme was developed in 
collaboration by the two authors (Weber, 1990; Lacy et al., 2015; Franzosi, 2008). Here 
decisions regarding coding units, categorisation of words and expressions were made 
(Coding scheme - appendix 1).!

! Considerations were also given to the ability to answer the research question and to 
the suitability of the categories in relation to the service quality theories and SERVQUAL. 
Categories Satisfaction & Recommend/revisit represent the desired outcome due to 
underlined customer satisfaction and service quality theory where satisfaction is argued to 
lead to repurchase behaviour. The manner in which the coding scheme was designed is 
inductive, in that an initial scheme was modified according to research purposes and to 
better fit the data in an iterative process (Franzosi, 2008).!

! The initial categories were derived partly from the quality assessment categories 
presented on the Airbnb page itself, assuming that the reviewers will be basing their 
comments, at least in part, on these specific indicators of quality since they are presented 
to the reviewers on the web page. The categories for quality assessment presented on the 
Airbnb web-page are: accuracy, communication, cleanliness, location, check-in and value. 
Listings have a star rating based on these six categories and can receive 1-5 stars in each 
of these. These dimensions are all included in the final categories that have been 
constructed for this content analysis, some under different category names and not 
necessarily in separate categories. For example, communication and check-in are both 
included in the host/service category as is all behaviour of the host that is mentioned in the 
comments.!

! After the initial coding scheme had been designed, the researchers each coded 100 
sample reviews in order to test whether the design was a good fit for the data. From this 
initial coding test, one additional category was added to deal with a number of 
appearances. This was the category Accuracy which is indeed one of the quality 
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dimensions presented on Airbnb.com, perhaps the reason for its repeated appearance in 
the reviews. !

! The coding scheme includes seven categories (Appendix 1):!

1. Location"

2. Cleanliness"

3. Host & service"

4. Physical amenities"

5. Satisfaction"

6. Accuracy"

7. Intent to visit or recommend"

3.8 Netnography"

! The method of applying content analysis to an online community in order to analyse 
their communication with the aim of identifying and understanding this consumer groups´ 
needs and wants adheres to the recently emerged method of netnography. This is an 
adaptation of the ethnographic research method for the study of online communities 
(Kozinets, 2002). Generating content in this manner, compared to traditional methods such 
as interviews or focus groups, is less time-consuming, less obtrusive and more natural and 
takes advantage of the exponentially increasing amounts of data publicly available online 
since the widespread adoption and diffusion of web 2.0 technologies in recent years. The 
limitations include lack of access to respondent attributes, making segmentation difficult, 
the narrow focus on online communities and the need for interpretive skills from the 
researcher (Kozinets, 2002). !

! Customer feedback has long been the source of evaluating company performance and 
analysing complaints and compliments can reveal the attributes of most concern to the 
customers regarding perceived service quality (Yang & Fang, 2004).!

! Using online content in this research was a reaction to the large amount of consumer 
information available on the public forum provided by airbnb.com, and part of the attraction 
was in fact the unobtrusive nature of the data collection. This would allow the content to 
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“speak for itself” without the preconceptions of the researchers affecting the results, as it 
inevitable would in a more structured, top-down, approach using interviews or focus 
groups. This study adopts a more bottom-up approach in identifying attributes of 
importance to the online consumers of Airbnb.  !

3.9 Reliability and Validity"

! Since the analysis requires judgment of meanings, there is a possibility for what is 
called  intercoder reliability issues during the coding scheme because different analysts 
could arrive at different results when analysing the same data set. Furthermore, so-called  
intracoder reliability issues can present themselves as the same coder might interpret the 
same information differently at different places in time. Both reliability and validity issues in 
content analysis stem largely from the fact that the data set being analysed is made up of 
words, and the meanings of words can differ according to context and subjective 
interpretation. This reliability issue can be minimised by specifying the categories and 
creating detailed rules for classification as a means to reduce subjectivity, as well as 
avoiding the interpretation of latent content, thus limiting the analysis to semantics and 
leaving out other domains of linguistics such as syntax and pragmatics or semiotics. By 
restricting itself to semantics, the focus of content analysis is on the question “what is 
said?”, rather than “who said it?” or “who is affected?”. This would leave as little room as 
possible for any speculation or subjectivity during analysis (Weber, 1990; Lacy et al., 
2015).!

! Validity in content analysis is concerned with the generalizability of results, references 
and theory as well as correspondence between two sets of variables, data or concepts. In 
order for the research to be valid, it is important that the chosen classification of an 
abstract concept represents what it is supposed to. This refers back to the ambiguity of the 
meaning of words in context and the fact that one word can have several different 
meanings, as well as one concept can be depicted using several different words and 
expressions such as a figure of speech. Comparing content-analytic data to external 
criterion provides for the strongest form of validity, external validity. Four types of external 
validity are most relevant for content analysis, construct validity which involves the extent 
to which the measure correlates to other measures of the same construct. Hypothesis 
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validity of a measure is strong if the measure behaves as expected in relation to other 
variables. Predictive validity means that forecasts about events in the study turn out to be 
accurate. Semantic validity requires that the list of words placed in the same category 
have the same connotations to different persons familiar with the language and texts 
involved, do the words actually belong in the specific category, a.k.a., mean the same 
thing/describe the same concept? This issue must be taken into account when designing 
the coding scheme and informing the coders, making sure that ambiguity of word meaning 
is avoided as possible (Weber, 1990; Lacy et al., 2015).!

3.10 Data collection"
! The data collected for this study are primary data from a semi-natural setting, where 
individuals are asked to report on activities that occurred in a natural setting, that being 
their own experience of their stay with an Airbnb host. In a few cases the reviews were 
written by a friend or family member of the actual guest that stayed at the listing, because 
they had procured the accommodations on their behalf while they were visiting from 
abroad or from distant corners of the country. Either way, this approach involves historical 
reconstruction of particular events and experiences in the minds of the respondents 
(Farquhar, 2012). This subjective account is, in fact, what suites the purpose of this 
research, since the perceived service quality theory is based on the subject´s individual 
evaluation of the experience and due to the philosophical stance of this particular research 
project. !
! For the purpose of this research, the reviews from guests after staying with an 
Airbnb host were collected from the official Airbnb web-page (www.airbnb.com). Since 
there is an excess of 2,000,000 listings on Airbnb world-wide, the decision was made to 
use only listings in Copenhagen. This decision was based on matters of practicality, due to 
the millions of reviews present on the web-site, as well as the advantage of having 
respondents that were traveling to the same destination. This would exclude any possible 
differences in experiences caused by destination attributes.!
! Most listings in the sample have several reviews, indicating that guests are quite 
diligent in leaving a review after their Airbnb experience and the reviews that they have left 
are largely centred around how the listing compares to its presentation on the web-site, 
namely, how expectations were met by the host and the accommodations. This data is 
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subject to a content analysis aimed at recognising factors which are of most importance to 
users (that are most frequently mentioned) when they describe their experiences with the 
service, consequently, revealing the site´s users´ expectations and the resulting 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the service experience.!
!
TABLE 3. TIME-LINE FOR DATA-COLLECTION AND RESEARCH"

Step 1:!
January 
7, 2016

292 Copenhagen listings saved to 
Airbnb Wish List

Step 2a:!
January 
7, 2016

Begin to extract reviews of Copenhagen 
listings from the Airbnb web-page and 

copy over to a word document

Step 2b:!
January 
12, 2016

Finished extracting reviews from Airbnb
´s Copenhagen listings

Step 3:!
February 

2-8, 
2016

Two samples of one hundred reviews 
each were coded separately by the two 
researchers in order to establish coding 

reliability and suitability of the coding 
scheme.

�

�

�

�
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! !
! The process of collecting the data, sorting it into categories and proceeding with 
content analysis using computer software, involved several steps, which will now be 
elaborated.!
!
!
!

Step 4:!
February 
12, 2016

Revised coding scheme ready - begin 
coding process in Nvivo11

Step 5:!
February 
13, 2016

Import sample in Nvivo11 - start coding 
process

Step 6:!
March 

18, 2016

Finish coding in Nvivo11 - report 
descriptives and start analysis

Step 7:!
March 

19, 2016

Developed hypotheses that were 
inspired by the Nvivo11 descriptives 
and analysis

 

Step 8:!
March 

19, 2016

Start coding a sample of reviews in 
excel for the purpose of conducting 
hypotheses testing

Step 9:!
April 17, 

2016

Coding the excel sample of 3306 
reviews finished - ready for import 
into SPSS for statistical analysis

Step 10:!
April 18, 

2016

Import coded sample into the IBM SPSS 
program for statistical analysis

�

�
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STEP 1: "
!
The first step was to save all these listings to the Wish List function by marking them with 
the heart on the Airbnb web-page on January 7, 2016. All the reviews left by guests for 
these listings would be the population from which a sample would be drawn to be coded 
and analysed.!
!
STEP 2A & 2B: "
!
Due to the large number of comments the process of copying them to a word document, 
and thereby extracting them from the online forum, took place over the course of several 
days, from January 7 to January 12. In step 2a in the table (Table 3) an example of the 
reviews on the web-page is displayed and in step 2b the resulting excel document is 
presented. The extraction was done manually by simple copy and paste function.!
During the time of this process, new reviews could have appeared for some listings as the 
data collection was ongoing, as this is an interactive site with new reviews being submitted 
continuously. If any new listings, however, were uploaded, these did not make the sample 
of listings used. This should not affect the quality of the sample comments, since the 
sample is merely meant to be a representation of the whole, extracted at a certain time. 
The most recent reviews were dated December 2015 and January 2016, making this data 
current.!
!
STEP 3: !
 !
With the data collected, the final step before initiating coding process was to code a small 
sample of the reviews (100 reviews each) in order to estimate intercoder reliability since 
there were two researchers. For this to be done, both researchers must code the same 
sample separately and following compare the results, estimating the agreement between 
the two coders that are using the same coding scheme. This sample was coded in excel.!
Additionally, this process allowed the researchers to evaluate the usefulness of the coding 
scheme in sorting all the data into categories. When doubts arose regarding which 
category a word or a phrase should be sorted under, these were resolved in collaboration 
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by the coders during this process, as well as throughout the coding process when 
necessary. Furthermore if several appearances of statements appeared that did not fit into 
any categories, these would be sorted into a new category (which required debate 
between the researchers) and from this process one additional category was created as 
there seemed sufficient need for it, namely Accuracy, which includes all comment referring 
directly to the accuracy of the representation of the listing online. These comments were 
reoccurring to the point where it seemed appropriate to create a separate category as 
these statements did not fit into any of the preexisting ones.!
!
STEP 4: !
!
After testing the coding scheme and being quite confident by this time that all data could 
be sorted into the seven final categories, a sample could be imported into Nvivo11 for 
further analysis. !
!
STEP 5: !
!
In this step the authors started to use Nvivo 11 software to code the data under particular 
categories or nodes. Firstly, the nodes were created in the software as following: !!
cleanliness, confirmation, host, physical amenities, location, negative, satisfaction, 
recommendation, repurchase intention (see figure 3). Then the coding could be started. 
The coding process involved breaking down the comments into coding units to be coded !
under particular nodes. Few of the comments involved only one coding unit while most of 
them involved several. The following comment consists of six coding units or nodes:!
We had a wonderful stay in Kate's apartment! (1:satisfaction) It was very centrally located 
(2:location) and the room was clean (3:cleanliness) and comfortable(4:physical amenities). 
Kate was so kind to give us tips on places to go given we were in Copenhagen for a short 
stay (5:host). It was a lovely city break for us :) (6:satisfaction)!
The comments containing the mention of satisfaction, repurchase intention or 
recommendation where also coded as a separate case nodes to be able to draw 
correlations later for example the following comment constitutes six nodes but the full !
" " " " "
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" " " " " Figure 3. Coding categories (Source: Author’s own)"
comment is also coded under case node repurchase intention since repurchase intention 
is mentioned: !
Friendly and helpful host (1:host). Nice and stylish apartment (2:physical amenities). Good 
location, near public transport (3:location). Even walking to the centre is possible 
(4:location). Norrebro is a cool neighbourhood and worth a visit of it's own (5:location). I 
would stay here again! (6:repurchase intention)!
From this comment as an example the researchers can conclude that location is important 
for repurchase intention since it is mentioned 3 times.!
!
STEP 6: !
!
Due to the large amount of data available but limited timeframe, the researchers allowed to 
spend around one month for manual data coding in Nvivo11 resulting in the sample of 
1618 coded comments from 64 randomly chosen apartments comprising 7816 coded 
units. From here on the reporting of the findings and data analysis and discussion can 
evolve.!
!
!
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STEP 7: !
!
After finishing the coding of the reviews in Nvivo11, the preliminary results inspired the 
development of several hypotheses regarding the effects of the quality dimensions 
represented by the categories on a satisfactory outcome for the guest. The intent was to 
identify the dimensions with the strongest effect on the desired outcome of satisfaction 
with the service experience, and this could best be achieved by testing hypotheses with 
regression analysis. !
!
STEP 8: !
!
In order to conduct statistical testing, the coding of a separate sample would be done 
using excel, as this analysis would require purely numeric data. A new sample was drawn 
randomly from the reviews of Airbnb listings in Copenhagen area for this analysis. Again, 
the timeframe was limited and therefore the deadline given for this coding process was 
decided to be April 17. As this would adequate time for statistical manipulation and writing 
out the results and analysis. !
!
STEP 9: "
!
When the deadline arrived 3306 reviews had been coded using excel, which was 
somewhat more than in Nvivo11 due to the increased complexity of Nvivo11, which caused 
the program to work increasingly slowly as the coding units increased. This was not an 
issue for the numeric data in excel and a larger number of reviews was therefore achieved. !
!
STEP 10: "
!
The last step for this particular sample of the Copenhagen listings´ reviews was to import 
the numeric data that the text data had been transformed into by coding to IBM SPSS 
statistical analysis software. This program is very useful for applying statistical analysis 
and in this study it was used for the logistic regression analysis of the data.!
!
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CHAPTER 4: Airbnb case"!
”People told us what they wanted, !

so we set off to create it for them”  !

                     -Joe Gebbia!

 !

! This research follows a case design, where a specific organisation, in this case its 
users, is used as a representative for the industry in which it operates. As a major player in 
the sharing economy, Airbnb is a solid example of the emerging business model. Due to 
the size and reach of this community, the access to data in the form of customer reviews 
on this web-page is extensive, therefore this company was a good case for this research 
and its purposes. Following is a detailed description of the case company and its users, as 
well as the data collection process.!

! Airbnb is an community-based, online platform for hosts and guests looking to either 
rent out their space or to find accommodations while traveling. Hosts can sign up their 
apartments, houses, or spare rooms on the Airbnb web-page, where potential guests can 
search through the listings and when they find accommodations that fit their needs and 
preferences they can contact the host through Airbnb´s online community. Personal 
information such as phone numbers and e-mail addresses are not accessible to the hosts 
or guests until after the reservation has been made, an algorithm makes sure that this 
information is kept from appearing on the Airbnb communication platform, making sure that 
hosts and guests complete their transactions on the site, not privately on the side. Airbnb 
earns money by taking percentages of the rate payed for the lodging, and also helps to 
ensure the payment is made as the guests are required to pay for their reservation before 
they arrive at the destination. Furthermore, Airbnb recently put an insurance into place for 
hosts in such cases where their property is damaged by the Airbnb guests. This feature, 
along with professional photography of listings, ID verification, and feed-back from guests 
as well as hosts that gives users ratings, acts to increase security for users on either side 
of the supply chain.  !

! Airbnb was founded in 2008 by co-founders Joe Gebbia, Brian Chesky and Nathan 
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Blecharczyk. They currently serve as the CPO, CEO and CTO of the organisation which is 
based in San Francisco in the United States. The idea for the website originated in 2007 
when the two designers, Chesky and Gebbia, had trouble making the rent of their San 
Francisco loft apartment. This lead their idea of creating a website promoting their space 
for rent to visitors, specifically they could offer three air-mattresses on the floor along with 
a home cooked breakfast for 80$ per guest. At the time there was a design conference in 
town which lead to a shortage of hotel accommodation and the guys secured their first 
three overnight stays at their airbed and breakfast, later termed Airbnb. Following this 
small success, emails started coming in requesting similar offerings for other destinations 
prompting the two entrepreneurs to start examining the possibilities for a more wide-
spread community for sharing underutilized space with people in need of 
accommodations. The following spring former roommate and engineer, Nathan 
Blecharczyk, was recruited to assist in getting Airbed & Breakfast properly launched.!

! The initial launch was not without its complications as the entrepreneurs had a hard 
time convincing investors about the legitimacy of their business idea, but this did not sway 
them from what they knew to be e good idea from their own experience as they had been 
receiving numerous e-mail messages from potential users looking for just this service. At 
the time, the target market of their company was mostly using Craigslist to search for 
short-term rentals other than traditional hotels. Tapping into this customer base was not 
easy for the start-up since they had limited funds and could therefore not afford to use 
traditional means of advertising for the purpose of growing their online user base. On top 
of this lack of funds, Airbnb had a double challenge when attaining users since they have 
to recruit hosts as well as guests, both the supply and the demand side of their business. 
In order to drive traffic towards the Airbnb site, the hosts listed on Airbnb were offered to 
also post their listings on Craigslist. This would generate increased traffic to the Airbnb site 
due to the massive user base already in place on Craigslist. Furthermore, Airbnb also kept 
an eye on listings for vacation homes on Craigslist, using some advanced IT technologies, 
and encouraged the hosts to re-post their listing on Airbnb, promising increased returns on 
the property. By poaching customers from the Craigslist page, Airbnb grew its user base 
dramatically as hosts and guests alike soon discovered the superior quality of the Airbnb 
platform for the purpose of renting out or finding vacation homes compared to Craigslist, 
Airbnb hosts tended to make more money of their properties and the presentation of 
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vacation homes was far better than on Craigslist.!

! In the summer of 2009, when Airbnb was not gaining much traction in New York city, 
Gebbia and Chesky decided to book spaces with 24 different hosts in the city in order to 
gather some first-hand data about what the problem could be. They discovered that the 
pictures that were taken of the listings did not accurately represent the offering and were 
generally low quality, sometimes taken with a camera phone. This lead to the guys renting 
a professional camera and traveling around the city to take professional quality pictures of 
each listing in New York. As a result of this initiative, the listings in the city doubled in 
revenues by the end of the month, leading to the official launch of the photography 
program, where professional photographers did the listing pictures for all listings that were 
interested in this service. This resulted in the enhanced listing, that was professionally 
photographed, being 2½ times more likely to be booked, which was more than enough to 
justify the increased expense of professional photography. In addition to the enhanced 
photographs of the listings, reassuring people of the correct presentation of the listings, the 
professional photographers also increased trust and security by simply verifying the 
correct addresses of the listings on the site as their job would require them to visit the site. 
One year later, Airbnb launched their Social Connection feature which enabled guests to 
discover connections that they might have with their potential host, mutual friends or 
friends of theirs who have stayed with the host as well as enabling them to base their 
search on factors such as similar interests. In an attempt to increase the engagement of its 
users, Airbnb experimented with a new Wish List feature. The option of saving a listing of 
interest was already in place, one could star the property for later view, but this new 
feature was designed to increase engagement by changing the star into a heart and re-
designing the Wish List to accommodate a more engaging social discovery model, not just 
a tool for finding accommodation. Surprisingly, simply changing the star to a heart seemed 
to increase engagement by 30%.!

! What allowed Airbnb to disrupt in such a major way the incumbent lodging industry 
was not just that they were able to offer lower prices, sometimes substantially, but their 
ability to offer more than just a place to sleep. Airbnb guests had the advantage of staying 
at a local citizens home, which offers a more authentic experience of the destination, along 
with pointers and advice on the local area from the host, enabling the visitor to experience 
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lesser known areas, restaurants and activities in the local area that tourists would not 
necessarily be made aware of. It has become apparent that this is a service for which 
there existed a large un-tapped market segment from the sheer number of hosts and 
guests currently participating in the community, Airbnb has even exceeded hotel giant, 
Hilton, in nights booked and is currently valuated higher than Wyndham and Hyatt hotel 
chains (https://growthhackers.com/growth-studies/airbnb).!

! Currently Airbnb offers more than 2,000,000 listings in over 34,000 cities around the 
world to an excess of 60,000,000 guests, and this number is growing (https://
www.airbnb.com/about/about-us).!

! Before becoming either a host or guest on Airbnb, everyone must complete a personal 
profile where the persons´ information can be verified in several ways by Airbnb in order to 
increase trust and safety for both parties. They do not reveal contact information or full 
names of the participants on public forums, but enable an easy flow of information 
between the two and keep personal information and verified identifications secure. In 
addition, Airbnb takes care of the guests´ payments to the host, receiving payment at the 
time of reservation from the guest and delivering payment to the host 24 hours after the 
guests´ arrival, ensuring that the guest has paid before arrival and that the host receives 
the payment only after the reservation has been honoured. This is how Airbnb makes 
money, as the organisation take percentages of the lodging fee that is collected from 
guests. For increased safety, Airbnb manages its community further by arranging forums 
for hosts or guests, encouraging guests and hosts alike to leave reviews for their stay and 
have reporting features on their web-page as well as 24/7 customer support for members 
in case they are ever uncomfortable with an arrangement or otherwise are in need of 
assistance in regards to them using the web-site  (https://www.airbnb.com/help/getting-
started/how-it-works). !

! While Airbnb was still in its early days, not yet mainstream, a commentator predicted 
problems arising for the site as it grew bigger and more mainstream, namely that predators 
looking for opportunities to rob or hurt people, would undermine the safety for Airbnb users 
and use the site as their hunting ground for locating their future victims. (https://
growthhackers.com/growth-studies/airbnb). These issues, however, have not appeared to 
undermine the Airbnb community as it is currently massive in scale and reach and most 
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interactions go about in a peaceful manner. This is largely due to the successful efforts of 
the Airbnb team to eradicate lack of security for members of their community, and in their 
efforts to validate both the locations of listings offered and the identities of users. Despite 
some recorded incidences of misuse by either guest or host using Airbnb, there is an 
overwhelming majority of good experiences with the service, thanks to the systems put 
into place by Airbnb as the community grew larger, to ensure security through openness 
and transparency between hosts and guests. The design of the Airbnb community is aimed 
at creating and maintaining relationships with and between its members and it seems to be 
doing this job effectively, perhaps as a result of one of its co-founders philosophy of giving 
the people what they are asking for (https://growthhackers.com/growth-studies/airbnb)."

" However, the media is questioning the Airbnb comment authenticity and positive 
nature (Porges, 2014; Forbes; Mulshine, 2015; Business Insider). Airbnb on their website 
states that one can not change or delete a review due to their belief of free speech, 
transparency, and clear communication emphasising that their community is built on trust 
(https:// www.airbnb.com/help/topic/253/content---extortion-policies?c=quora&af=746240). 
Even though there are guidelines how to leave the review based on Airbnb values and 
believes, deleted negative reviews here is not an issue. Interesting factor Business Insider 
has pointed out is that Airbnb is putting a lot of effort on designing their interface so that it 
would create trust and empathy among the hosts and guests that way avoiding the 
negative reviews. One part of this strategy is ensuring that the reviews are not 
anonymous, and everybody has their profile with their name on it this way people are often 
reluctant to leave bad reviews under their own name. Also, users are able to directly 
message their hosts after their stay in order to tell them what needs improvement that way 
having a possibility to write the unsatisfactory factors directly to the host and not make 
them public (Mulshine, 2016; Business Insider). Nevertheless, they also state that hosts 
and guests are asked to leave a review after stay but they are not able to see what the 
other party said until both have left a review that way ensuring that users don't leave overly 
positive reviews in the hopes of getting good reviews in return (Schwartz, 2016; Business 
Insider).!

!
!
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CHAPTER 5: Research findings and analysis"
!
5.1 Results of Study 1"
! The data acquired from the content analysis of Airbnb comments provide authors 
with an overview of crucial factors that lead to overall Airbnb user satisfaction. 1 618 
comments of 64 randomly selected Airbnb listings in Copenhagen area were coded Using 
Nvivo 11. A total of 7 816 coding units were obtained of 1 618 coded comments. Coding 
units were coded under nine categories: cleanliness, confirmation, host, location, negative, 
physical amenities, recommendation, repurchase intention and satisfaction (see Table 4). !
!
TABLE 4: FREQUENCY OF CODED UNITS ACROSS CATEGORIES"

! The comments mentioning satisfaction, recommendation and repurchase intention 
were also coded as separate text unit to draw the correlations later on. Host or perceived 
service represented the largest category, comprising 2 497 coding units or 31,9%. 
Physical amenities was the second largest category consisting of 1 971 coding units or 
25,2 % and the location was the third with 1 801 or 23%. The other categories included 
the cleanliness (6,8%), repurchase intention (4,3%), confirmation or accuracy (3,4%), 
recommendation (2%), satisfaction (1,8%) and negative (1,5%). Cleanliness with 6,8% 
turned out to be a minor influence for user satisfaction with Airbnb services compared to 

Attribute Nr of coding units % of all

Cleanliness 529 6,7%

Confirmation 269 3,4%

Host 2497 31,5%

Location 1801 22,8%

Negative 118 1,5%

Physical amenities 1971 24,9%

Recommendation 153 1,9%

Repurchase intention 336 4,2%

Satisfaction 242 3,1%

Total 7916
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the other factors such as host/service, physical amenities and location of the apartment. 
The negative comments comprise only 1,5 % of all the coded data indicating that most of 
the comments posted on the Airbnb webpage are positive thus even if only 1,8% of coded 
units were actually mentioning satisfaction per se, vast majority of users can be interpreted 
as satisfied. The same applies for accuracy, according to theory discussed earlier in the 
paper, customers are satisfied if their expectations are met or exceed therefore even 
confirmation of the expectations is not mentioned in all the comments (3,4%) one can 
assume that if the comment is on the positive note, the expectations of this user are 
confirmed/met. The outcomes of satisfaction perceived from positive comments namely 
recommendation and repurchase intention comprise 2% (recommendation) and 4,3% 
(repurchase intention) which will be utilised further in the research as to draw the 
correlations with cleanliness, accuracy, physical amenities, host and location. The 
category of negative comments is minor in this research and is created more for 
exploratory purposes of experiences that lead users to leave negative review thus express 
their dissatisfaction. !
! Besides exploring the most frequently mentioned categories that indicate the 
importance of particular service attributes in the online comments of Airbnb users, the aim 
of this study was to find the correlations between the service quality attributes and overall 
user satisfaction. The data reveals that host and its provided service is the largest 
category of the biggest importance for satisfaction with 2 170 coded units, physical 
amenities the second with 1 714 and location the third with 1 584. Moreover, host is the 
most frequently mentioned attribute for both recommendation and repurchase intention. 
This exposes that the perception of hospitality and good service is the most important 
factor for Airbnb users to be satisfied with the service, recommend the service as well 
as intend to use it repeatedly (see Table 5 & 6). !
!
!
!
!
!
!
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TABLE 5: CORRELATION BETWEEN SATISFACTION AND SERVICE QUALITY 
ATTRIBUTES"

! Recommendation and repurchase intention were indicated in a significant amount 
of the reviews and since they are generally treated as an outcome of satisfied customers it 
is interesting to look at different service quality attributes that causes it (see Table 6). As 
discussed above the distribution of the frequencies among different attributes that lead to 
repurchase intention and behaviour is very similar to the satisfaction one. However, the 
results are discussed more in detail in the following chapter. !
!
TABLE 6: CORRELATION BETWEEN ATTRIBUTES AND REPURCHASE INTENTION"

! Apart from the frequencies of coded units in specific categories and drawing 
correlations between the data with the help of Nvivo 11 it was possible to run “word 
frequency query” which indicates the most frequently used words in particular categories 

Atrributes Satisfaction comment

Cleanliness 467

Confirmation 232

Host 2170

Location 1584

Physical amenities 1714

Recommendation 116

Repurchase 
intention

299

Attributes Recommendation Repurchase intention

Cleanliness 391 330

Confirmation 194 172

Host 1780 1580

Location 1300 1174

Negative 72 63

Physical 
amenities

1437 1281

Satisfaction 215 131
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(see Table 7). The most frequent words across the categories were “great”, “nice”, “stay”, 
“clean”, “location”, “host” indicating the factors of satisfaction for Airbnb user experience. !
!
TABLE 7: WORD FREQUENCY RANKING ACROSS CATEGORIES"

! !
! The word “bathroom” or “everything”at the category of cleanliness for instance 
indicates the importance of the clean bathroom and shared amenities for user satisfaction, 
the word “airport” or “walk” in location suggests that convenience of having the airport 
reachable conveniently or possibility to reach desired places by walking are important 
factors for customer satisfaction of Airbnb services. The words “helpful”, “friendly” and 
“welcoming” express the importance of the host being empathetic and welcoming towards 
the guests. However, closer look for the meanings and interpretations of the findings will 
be taken further in this thesis in Data analysis section. !
!
! To give a better understanding and overview of the content of the different 
attributes, Table 8 shows the examples of keywords and coded units withdrawn from 
Airbnb websites comments and coded under the chosen categories. The coding process 
was followed by the coding scheme and techniques that were discussed in previous 
chapter, however, the authors carefully looked at the content of reviews and coded them 
accordingly. !
!!!!

R Cleanlines
s

Confirmatio
n

Host Location Physical 
amenities

Satisfactio
n

Recommend
ation

Repurch
ase 
intentio
n

1 everything exactly helpful walk comfortable host great back

2 bathroom described friendly close spacious city stay definitely

3 flat pictures great station nice clean nice return

4 neat just nice cetral lovely location clean visit

5 really looks welcomin
g

airport great nice location thanks
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TABLE 8: EXAMPLES OF KEYWORDS AND CODED UNITS AT SPECIFIC 
CATEGORIES POSTED ON AIRBNB.COM"

�54

Category Keywords and sample comments

Cleanliness Clean and tidy; spotlessly clean; the entire home was very clean; incredibly 
clean; very clean and neat; room and shared amenities all very clean; the place 
was extremely clean as well; the whole apartment is always really clean on 
arrival and during your stay.

Confirmation Exactly what we expected; Ellens Suite actually exceeded my expectations, the 
place in reality is better than the photos; the room was just as we hoped; the 
apartment itself was exactly as advertised, and I would say it exceeded my 
expectations; exactly as described on her page.

Host Friendly and helpful host; all his advices were very good (restaurants, shops, 
etc.) and he also gave us some maps and guides of the city; they even allowed 
us to borrow an umbrella and phone charger; Frederick is now a friend rather 
than a host ; sometimes when I got back late from school and was very tired to 
cook, they would invite me to join their dinner; we had a warm welcome on our 
arrival and were provided with everything we needed for a comfortable stay.

Location Good location, near public transport; the neiborhood is beautiful and gives a 
experience about how could be to live in a nice city like Copenhagen; the 
apartment is well located, very quiet; not far away to all the sights; everything 
was within walking distance.

Negative The only con for me was that there was no wifi available; the room did not 
corresponded with our expectations, so we drove back; I stayed a nice saturday 
night in june, and there were some loud people coming from bars; it's a shame 
that the heater didn't work during those chilly days; it is basically a toilet and a 
tiny sink in a room the size of a cupboard.

Physical 
amenities

The apartment is well-equiped and cozy and we really felt like home; very 
stylish; perfect for two people; Kitchen was nice too, basically provided 
everything necessary; the bed was very comfy; the room is light and bright and 
airy; It's well equipped, with washer and dryer, and a real kitchen.

Recommenda
tion

would definitely recommend this apartment; All in all absolutely recommendable; 
I highly recommend this apartment if you're looking for a great place to stay in 
Copenhagen; Totally recommend; Can't recommend this apartment enough; I 
am pleased to recommend the thoughtful informed host and his most pleasing 
apartment.

Repurchase 
intention

I would stay here again; we would definitely come back; we hope to return soon, 
thanks for everything; would gladly come again; I would stay here again 
anytime; would happily consider another stay at Jacob's for our next visit.

Satisfaction I am 100% happy with my experience; Couldn't really have asked for more; Had 
a great time staying at Ramona’s; The stay in this place has been excellent; we 
could not have wished for a better place to stay; I had a brilliant stay with 
Elisabeth. 

http://airbnb.com
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! Further in this thesis each of the categories are analysed and commented on 
specifically besides correlations based on the data are discussed in detail. !
!
5.2 Data analysis"
! With regards of answering the research question of this thesis (RQ: Which are the 
most important determinants of Airbnb user satisfaction?), the study with the help of 
content analysis identified five perceived service quality attributes that lead to customer 
satisfaction in sharing economy Airbnb services. Those attributes are host and its 
provided service, physical amenities, location, cleanliness and accuracy. Below each 
of the categories will be discussed and analysed following the mention frequencies.  !
!
5.2.1 Host"
! It is crucial for Airbnb accommodation providers to understand the factors that 
influence the guest satisfaction. One of the elements identified in this paper that lead to 
overall satisfaction with the service is Host and the provided service. This category 
constituted 32% of all coded units turning out to be the most important attribute for the 
satisfaction of Airbnb users based on the online reviews. According to the data of this 
thesis study, host and service has a fundamental effect on guest satisfaction in the sharing 
economy’s Airbnb services, therefore, showing that the perception of a good service is 
crucial in any hospitality business.!
! The units of the reviews were coded under category “host” whenever there was 
mentioned the host himself, interaction with the host and the services provided by the host. 
Following are the examples of the coded units under “host” category (1):!
!
C1: A lovely comfortable room and as described, in a great location. Uffe was a great host!
and an interesting guy to talk with (1). The local area has plenty of bars, restaurants and!
shops. I highly recommend this place.!
!
! This comment refers to overall satisfaction with the host and emphasise the hosts!
personality as being “interesting”. In such a way the guest is expressing the importance of 
the host being social and a good communicator.!
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C2: “Frederic was an excellent host! (1) He was very welcoming and gave us some great!
advice on the best places to go in Copenhagen. (1) The apartment is well located, the!
room is lovely and clean - I highly recommend it!”!
!
! Above cited comment again express the overall satisfaction with the host as well as!
the empathetic personality of his. Furthermore, the appreciation of the local knowledge!
sharing by the host is expressed. !
!
C3: “Very friendly easy going Host. (1) Apt is clean and comfortable. Exactly same as!
photo. Cristina gave me many advises about the city. (1) Our communication was!
excellent. (1) I would recommend her.”!
!
! Here, one can see how the host element is dominant in the whole review. The host!
is mentioned three times, first, regarding her personality, second about the knowledge!
sharing and third regarding the responsiveness and efficient communication. !
!
C4: “Julie and Jens were more than a host, they made you feel like you were staying with!
friends. (1) From the moment you arrive to the moment you leave you know that you are!
more than welcome. (1) Their home is the beautiful urban apartment that is advertised ...!
and more. Location is perfect for Copenhagen adventures. The room was lovely and the!
bed very comfortable.”!
!
! In this review the empathy of the hosts is overwhelmingly expressed indicating the!
importance of this dimension of the service.!
!
C5: “Camilla is very friendly and nice. (1) And her house is very closely from central. So we!
can enjoy cph!! If I go back cph, I want to use camilla's house.”!
!
! Here again the empathy and personality of the host are stressed out emphasising 
the importance of intrinsic service qualities.!
!
!
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! In relation to host and service the most frequently mentioned words were “helpful”, 
“friendly”, “nice”, “welcoming”, “gave”, “home”, “feel”, “kind”, “tips”, “arrival” giving the 
overall impression of the content of this attribute (see figure 4).!

! ! ! Figure 4. Most frequently used words in “host” node from Nvivo11!!
! The coded units concerning host and provided service are mostly referring to the 
interaction with the host, his/her communication and personal skills, local knowledge and 
offered tangibles. In fact, based on the data and findings derived from content analysis, the 
authors came up with seven main sub-dimensions of the host & service element in Airbnb 
services (see Table 9). Those sub-dimensions are the personality and empathy of the host, 
ability to feel home away from home, extra amenities provided by host, local knowledge 
sharing, responsiveness of the host, reliability of the host and easy check-in and checkout. 
Below each of the dimensions will be shortly discussed.!
! Many reviews were referring to the personality of the host such as “Friendly and 
helpful host”, “Very helpful and full of interesting things to say”, and some reviews even 
mentioned the host becoming a friend consequently “By bedtime, I felt like I was staying 
with an old friend.”. This emphasises the crucial role of the interaction between the host!
and guest and the appreciation of the relaxed un-formal relationships host and guest might!
have. !
! Furthermore, Airbnb users in their post-purchase evaluations are stressing out how 
important the empathy of the hosts is, they appreciate to feel welcome and at home:!
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“He makes sure you feel at home”, “She made you feel right at home and always had a 
minute for a Little small talk.”, “Frederic will make you feel like home”. Even when the 
hosts were not present at the apartment during the guests stay they still mentioned 
the hospitality of their hosts “Unfortunately, we didn't meet Soren, but he was always 
willing to help us and trying that we felt like at home”, “He made us feel at home even 
though he was in Sweden during our stay.”. Those reviews prove the crucial success factor 
for Airbnb which is to make guests feel home away from home, to feel like they are 
staying with their friends rather than strangers, a notable amount of users mention those 
factors in their reviews and expressed their satisfaction of this aspect of the host and 
service. !
! Another angle of the host and service commonly referred is the extra amenities 
they provide and surprise their customers and in that way making them feel unique, 
comfortable and welcomed. Those reviews include: “He even had a welcome package for 
us and a sweet little hand written note & home-made apple butter (which was amazing)”, 
“Camilla has left us with a basket full of fruit , delicious coffee and tea , olive oil , spices , 
towels , liquid soap , and even board games for children :)”, “We've been welcomed with 
full fridge and also got two bikes to use during our stay.”, “A really big plus for us were the 
2 included bikes”. Welcome baskets, toiletries, towels, city guides, maps, food, teas and 
even bikes are commonly mentioned amenities hosts would offer their guests and make 
them happy and satisfied. !
! Apart from tangible physical things Airbnb hosts offer their guests, there is also the 
local knowledge of the city and recommendations that are highly appreciated by the 
guests. “While I only got to meet Soren briefly on arrival, in that time he provided me with a 
wealth of local knowledge tailored to my interests.”, “It was our first time in Copenhagen 
and Hannah got in contact with us before our visit and asked us if we had any questions 
about the city and they prepared for us maps and recommendations of things to do/places 
to eat etc.”, “These little touches continued throughout our stay - he provided a small 
guidebook of recommendations, Nespresso coffees, and even a few beers left in the fridge 
with a PostIt note telling us to help ourselves.”. Airbnb hosts go out of their means 
providing tips and recommendations about the city and places to go, sometimes already 
prior to stay and numerous of them tailor those recommendations according to guests 
interests and needs. This knowledge sharing of the host adds to the empathetic 
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personalities and additional physical tangibles that help guests to feel as they were at 
home during their travels.!
! Responsiveness of the host before the arrival as well as during the stay is 
another important factor for Airbnb guest satisfaction distinguished with the help of content 
analysis. The reviews mention: “The response of Frederic on messages was really fast.”, 
“Very quick response time.”, “We appreciated your quick and informative responses to our 
questions.”. The quick responses of their hosts, help Airbnb users to rely on those people 
and know that they will be there with their help anytime even though they might physically 
not be. “Pia is a friendly and interested hostess who communicates very fast and reliable 
and happy to assist if you have questions”, “Jacob is an amazing host: extremely reliable 
and happy to help out with any questions you have, and just an all round nice guy to get to 
meet.” are the reviews where guests mention quick response in link with reliability.!
! Besides the personality of the host, tangible amenities and responsiveness and 
reliability, guests in their reviews talk about check-in and check-out as well as picking up 
the keys. The guests in the reviews point out: “Check in and check out was very easy.”, 
“They were also flexible with early check in,” “he's helpful and easy going - gave me clear 
instructions on how to reach her place and waited for me to check in.”, “We really 
appreciated that Camilla was so flexible with our check in and welcomed our friend in the 
early morning.”. Flexibility and ease of the check-in and check-out prove to be another 
important factor for Airbnb users. It also relates to obtaining the keys of the apartment 
which is part of the check-in process for Airbnb guests: “Samy arranged for us to 
seamlessly obtain the keys and left a nice welcome basket”, “We arrived late at night and 
Frederik fixed a place close by to pick up keys and he responded fast to every question we 
had.”, “Pia made sure I got the keys even though she can't be home to receive me, and 
she gave me very detailed directions to the apartment.”.!
!
!
!
 "!!!!!
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TABLE 9. “HOST & SERVICE” SUB-DIMENSIONS"

!

Sub-
dimension

Examples

Personality 
and empathy 
of the host

“Friendly and helpful host,” “unbelievably nice hosts,” “Laura and her sister were very 
nice and welcoming,” “Very helpful and full of interesting things to say,” “He is a well-
travelled and knowledgeable companion who is also broadminded,” “He was also very 
helpful, warm and caring,” “Frederick is now a friend rather than a host to us and 
Copenhagen a place we feel home,” “Julie & Jens were great hosts; it was like staying 
with friends!”, “If there was any problem we could aske them and as we left their flat it 
felt like leaving old friends.”, “By bedtime, I felt like I was staying with an old friend.”

Home away 
from home

“He makes sure you feel at home”, “She made you feel right at home and always had a 
minute for a Little small talk.”, “Frederic will make you feel like home”, “He made us feel 
at home even though he was in Sweden during our stay.”, “The host was away but his 
friend greeted us, He was very sweet and helpful, giving us great tips on the city.”

Tangibles 
provided by 
host

He even had a welcome package for us and a sweet little hand written note & home- 
made apple butter (which was amazing)”, “Samy was a model host, even leaving us a 
little welcome basket of snacks and a blanket to use for a picnic (both of which we loved 
and used!).”, “She provided towels, toiletries, and as many guidebooks, maps, and 
brochures as you could possibly want!”, “Camilla has left us with a basket full of fruit , 
delicious coffee and tea , olive oil , spices , towels , liquid soap , and even board games 
for children :)”, “We've been welcomed with full fridge and also got two bikes to use 
during our stay.”, “A really big plus for us were the 2 included bikes”.

Local 
knowledge 
sharing

“While I only got to meet Soren briefly on arrival, in that time he provided me with a 
wealth of local knowledge tailored to my interests.”, “It was our first time in Copenhagen 
and Hannah got in contact with us before our visit and asked us if we had any questions 
about the city and they prepared for us maps and recommendations of things to do/
places to eat etc.”, “From the little notebook with his restaurant/activity 
recommendations (the ones which we followed were well worth it for the record), to the 
complimentary drinks and snacks in the fridge - we felt extremely welcome in his home 
and it really made the weekend.”, “They are willing to give good tips and 
recommendations about the city if needed.”, “We got very nice recommendations for 
what we wanted out of our stay, which helped that we had a great day and evening in 
KPH.”

Responsivenes
s

“The response of Frederic on messages was really fast.”, “Very quick response time.”, 
“always giving quick responses after booking”, “We appreciated your quick and 
informative responses to our questions.”, “Any requests by email have been a quick 
response.”.

Reliability “Pia is a friendly and interested hostess who communicates very fast and reliable and 
happy to assist if you have questions”, “Cecilie was a wonderful host, very prompt and 
reliable”, “Jacob is an amazing host: extremely reliable and happy to help out with any 
questions you have, and just an all round nice guy to get to meet.”

Easy check-in 
& check-out

“We arrived quite late on check in and checking out was easy too, we weren't rushed at 
all.”, “We really appreciated that Camilla was so flexible with our check in and welcomed 
our friend in the early morning.”, “Samy arranged for us to seamlessly obtain the keys 
and left a nice welcome basket”, “Laura had arranged for her friend Christina to help us 
with directions, welcome us on arrival and hand over the keys which was great.”, “We 
arrived late at night and Frederik fixed a place close by to pick up keys and he 
responded fast to every question we had.”.
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! The host & service category includes all factors that are provided by the host, such 
as tourism guides, general helpfulness and breakfast or intrinsic service qualities such as 
good attitude, efficient communications and a warm welcome. This category can indicate 
the importance of the local host and personal service in achieving satisfaction for Airbnb 
customers, supporting claims that this type of accommodation increases the perceived 
authenticity for the traveler. After the content analysis it is visible that host has a major 
impact on the customer satisfaction of Airbnb users. The authors indicated seven curial 
dimensions of this element which are: personality and empathy of the host, feeling 
welcomed and home away from home, extra tangibles provided by hosts, local knowledge 
sharing by hosts, responsiveness of the host, reliability of the host and easy check-in and 
check-out.!
! The above discussed content triggers the authors to develop following hypotheses: !
!
! H1: Perceived quality of host and service has a positive influence on Airbnb 
" user satisfaction. !
!
! The constructed hypotheses will be tested with SPSS quantitative analysis 
hereafter in this Thesis. If this category correlates significantly with achieved satisfaction, 
then this hypothesis can not be rejected.!
!
!
5.2.2 Physical amenities"
!
! Physical amenities also refer to the service quality perception of the 
accommodation, describing the room and amenities that are offered as part of the service 
offering. For a service offering such as accommodation, this is the core service being 
sought after, namely a place to sleep, eat and store your things while traveling. If the 
accommodation offering does not include such basic components such as a bed, security 
and protection from the elements then no amount of good service by the host will be able 
to make up for this lack. The physical part of the accommodation offering, the quality of the 
result, can ruin an otherwise good experience if they are not in order, but will rarely be the 
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cause of satisfaction on their own. Concerning frequency of mentions physical amenities 
ranked second by importance for Airbnb users or 25% of all the coded units.!
!
! Below the examples of the units coded within physical amenities attribute category!
will be given (2):!
!
C1: “Samy's apartment is absolutely beautiful, it has everything you would want and more.!
(2) It's stylish and very well thought out, the kitchen is enviously well-equipped (2) and the!
location is well connected, both quiet and interesting all at once. Samy was a great host!
too, he gave us a warm welcome, provided us with everything we could have wanted and!
pointed out the best spots nearby and further afield. Thanks Samy!”!
!
! In this review the physical appearance of the apartment as well as availability of!
equipment are pointed out. In numerous reviews guests would mention the decorations!
and stylishness of the apartments possibly indicating that Airbnb apartments have more!
“personality” than traditional hotels.!
!
C2: “Great to stay with Kate, and super to be in the centre of Copenhagen. Kate and!
Christian were also super helpful with directions and other practical stuff, they were just!
easy going hosts. Room is spacious and the bed very comfortable (2). Thank you - I may!
be back. Evelyne”!
!
! The size of the room as well as comfortableness of the bed is emphasised here. It!
was typical for Airbnb guests to mention those kind of things in their reviews possibly!
indicating that their expectations about the Airbnb amenities are lower than for traditional!
hotels where comfortable bed would be taken for granted.!
!
C3: “We had a lovely time staying in Frederic's beautiful apartment. Beautiful large!
room,very comfortable. (2) Frederic was an excellent host and very kindly guided us to!
places to see in Copenhagen which we found very useful indeed. Only about 15-20 mins!
walk from Tivoli Gardens/centre. Great place to stay!”!
!
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! In this review again the size of the room is pointed out as well as general 
comfortableness. One can see, how in this particular comment the host, location and 
physical amenities attributes interrelate to create satisfaction, indicated by “we had a lovely 
time”. !
!
C4: “Had a great time, Frederic was more than helpful, the room was nice and spacious as!
well has light and warm. (2) Overall 10/10, would definitely stay again!”!
!
! Here apart from the size and physical appearance of the room the factors such as 
the brightness and temperature of the room are mentioned. Again it is interesting to see 
the correlation among attributes such as host, physical amenities and the outcome, 
namely satisfaction and repurchase intention. !
!
C5: “Jakob was a kind host and answered all of our questions promptly. He even provided!
maps of the city for us! The apartment was cozy and had everything we needed - including!
a dining area, kitchen, and internet. (2) The apartment is located in a great neighbourhood!
and we really enjoyed feeling like locals.”!
!
! The apartments being comfortable and cozy was often pointed out in the reviews 
left by Airbnb users. In this particular comment also the equipment as well as available 
internet are pointed out. !
!
! When talking about physical amenities, guests would most frequently use words such 
as “comfortable”, “bed”, “cozy”, “beautiful”, “equipped”, “decorated”, “bright”, “warm”, 
“modern”, “wi-fi” creating an overview of the specific amenities appreciated by Airbnb 
guests (see figure 5).!

!
!
! ! ! !!!!
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!
" Figure 5. Most frequently used words in “physical amenities” node from Nvivo11"!
! Physical amenities is the tangible element of the service such as Airbnb 
accommodation rental and one could argue that it is the core of the service since having 
an access to a room/bed/kitchen/bathroom is crucial for this service to work. Therefore, 
users in their post-evaluation reviews often mention the element of the physical amenities 
as satisfactory. The authors managed to identify five sub-dimensions of the physical 
amenities element of perceived service quality. Those sub- dimensions discussed below 
are: physical appearance of the apartment/room, temperature, general comfortableness, 
access to kitchen/bathroom and size & general equipment (see table 10). !
! Numerous of reviews were dealing with the stylishness and modernity of the 
apartment and the host ability to tastefully decorate and furnish apartment were highly 
appreciated “Nice and stylish apartment”, “It's really chic & Scandinavian ‘cool’”, “and 
decorated amazingly”. This makes the authors believe that in contrast to traditional hotel 
guests Airbnb users look for more “personalised” experience even regarding physical 
amenities. Since there is no standard how Airbnb apartments should look like, each of the 
hosts have decorated them to their own taste thus helping the guests to have more unique 
and authentic experience. !
! Another dimension regarding physical amenities frequently mentioned in comments 
were the temperature, particularly the room being warm enough considering Copenhagen 
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climate “The apartment is small, but neat and clean, and thanks to the owner extremely 
warm”, “beautifully furnished and toasty warm”, “Our room was warm and cosy and the 
bathroom has heated flooring which was an added bonus after a cold day out to the city”. 
! Besides the physical look of the apartment and enjoyable temperatures the words 
comfortable and cozy were commonly among guests reviews “The flat is really 
comfortable and nice”, “The house is nice, comfortable” also mattress and beds were 
mentioned in this sense“we slept amazingly well on the most comfy beds with memory 
foam mattresses.”, “and stylish, bed is very comfortable, the house is modern”. This 
emphasises the earlier discussed sub-dimension of the host to make guests feel “home 
away from home”. Together with empathetic personalities of the hosts and comfortable 
physical amenities this feeling is achieved in Airbnb services. !
! Since Airbnb services are private apartments and rooms, often there are shared 
facilities like kitchens and bathrooms provided which guests can use “The flat itself has 
everything one could ask for, especially the kitchen is very well equipped which allows for 
nice dinners at home.”, “I was allowed full use of the kitchen and bathroom”, “Shared 
bathroom, easy to use facilities in kitchen and bathroom.”. Having possibility to use the 
kitchen is an advantage for Airbnb guests who would like to enjoy and cook meals at home 
possibly saving money on the restaurants that way “We used the kitchen everyday, 
cheaper than go out for dinner and breakfast”, “And when we couldn't decide which nearby 
restaurant to eat at, we had the option of preparing a meal in the kitchenette in the 
apartment. Thanks Lak.”, “The kitchen had everything you needed to make meals which is 
very handy as it is so expensive in Copenhagen.”!
! The apartments being large and spacious were mentioned as well “The studio 
apartment is spacious”, “The room was spacious and comfortable for one person”, “The 
apartment is very spacious and has a lot of light.”. The availability of the washing 
machine and dryer in some apartments was also indicated as an extra “It's well equipped, 
with washer and dryer, and a real kitchen”, “we were able to use her kitchen and washer 
and dryer”, “The bike was also very useful and, of course, having a washer & dryer in the 
flat is always nice.”, “The bathroom has a good shower and washing machine and dryer.”. 
Furthermore, the amenities such as wi-fi and hair dryer were mentioned “Its really like a 
home from home with everything you need, TV, speakers to plug in iPod/ipad, washer, 
dryer, iron, ironing board and even a hair dyer for the ladies.”, “They left out tea and coffee 
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for us in the morning, and all of the amenities listed were in great shape (i.e. laundry, 
spacious and clean room, wifi, kitchen available)”, “The apartment is cozy with lovely 
duvets and excellent wifi”, “with internet wifi too! A very very important thing, I guess :)”.!
TABLE 10. SUB-DIMENSIONS OF PHYSICAL AMENITIES"

!
! To sum up, the most important attributes of physical amenities in Airbnb apartments 
judging from the data of this thesis are the modern and stylish general looks of the 

Sub-
dimension

Examples

Physical 
appearance 

“Nice and stylish apartment”, “It's really chic & Scandinavian ‘cool’”, “and 
decorated amazingly”, “Samy's apartment has a lovely charm”, “There were 
even fresh flowers on the table”, “Wonderful place to reside”, “Very 
thoughtfully set up - it even had comics.”

Temperature “The apartment is small, but neat and clean, and thanks to the owner 
extremely warm”, “beautifully furnished and toasty warm”, “the apartment is 
really warm and cozy”, “The flat was quiet and very warm”, “Our room was 
warm and cosy and the bathroom has heated flooring which was an added 
bonus after a cold day out to the city”

Coziness of 
the room/ 
bed

“The apartment is comfortable, extremely clean, spacious, bright and well 
equipped.”, “The flat is really comfortable and nice”, “The house is nice, 
comfortable” also mattress and beds were mentioned in this sense “The room 
was big, the bed very comfortable (we loved the mattress)”, “we slept 
amazingly well on the most comfy beds with memory foam mattresses.”, “and 
stylish, bed is very comfortable, the house is modern”. “The room was big, the 
bed very comfortable (we loved the mattress)”, “we slept amazingly well on the 
most comfy beds with memory foam mattresses.”, “and stylish, bed is very 
comfortable, the house is modern”.

Access to 
kitchen/
bathroom

“The flat itself has everything one could ask for, especially the kitchen is very 
well equipped which allows for nice dinners at home.”, “I was allowed full use 
of the kitchen and bathroom”, “Shared bathroom, easy to use facilities in 
kitchen and bathroom.”

Size and 
general 
equipment

“The studio apartment is spacious”, “The room was spacious and comfortable 
for one person”, “The apartment is very spacious and has a lot of light.”. “As I 
said the kitchen is fully equipped so we stayed in and cooked a couple of times 
which is just as great as going out when the apartment is this nice.”, “There is 
a good kitchen and spacious eating area when you want to eat in and several 
food markets within easy walking distance.”, “We used the kitchen everyday, 
cheaper than go out for dinner and breakfast”, “And when we couldn't decide 
which nearby restaurant to eat at, we had the option of preparing a meal in the 
kitchenette in the apartment. Thanks Lak.”, “The kitchen had everything you 
needed to make meals which is very handy as it is so expensive in 
Copenhagen.” , “Its really like a home from home with everything you need, TV, 
speakers to plug in iPod/ipad, washer, dryer, iron, ironing board and even a 
hair dyer for the ladies.”, “They left out tea and coffee for us in the morning, 
and all of the amenities listed were in great shape (i.e. laundry, spacious and 
clean room, wifi, kitchen available)”, “The apartment is cozy with lovely duvets 
and excellent wifi”, “with internet wifi too! A very very important thing, I guess :)”
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apartment/room, right temperature level in the room and whole apartment, comfortable 
and cozy rooms and beds/madrases, access to well equipped bathrooms and 
kitchens and reliable wi-fi connection. !
! Therefore, the importance of this attribute for customer satisfaction will be assessed 
with the hypothesis:!
!
" H2: Perceived quality of physical amenities has a positive influence on Airbnb 
" user satisfaction."
!
5.2.3 Location"
! The location category refers to the perceived quality of the accommodation offering 
as this is an important factor for travellers in a purely practical sense. When traveling to a 
destination, whether for work or holiday purposes, location is crucial as there is a limit to 
the time that a traveler can afford spending on transporting around the city. Location 
constituted 23% of all the coded units in this thesis, hence, ranking in the third place by 
frequencies using that as an indicator for importance. However, Airbnb users do appreciate 
the convenience of being close to the main attractions of the city or, alternatively, easily 
reachable from the airport.!
! Below is overview of some sample comments where unit was coded under location!
category (3):!
!
C1: “Friendly and helpful host. Nice and stylish apartment. Good location, near public!
transport. (3) Even walking to the centre is possible. (3) Norrebro is a cool neighbourhood!
and worth a visit of it's own. (3) I would stay here again!”!
!
! Some reviews pointed out the satisfaction with a specific attribute more than once, 
in this particular review the location was mentioned and coded three times. In this review 
the ability to reach centre by walking is stressed out. Furthermore, the neighbourhood is 
mentioned on its own as a nice element to experience.!
!
C2: “Claus was friendly and welcoming and the flat was spacious and very nice. (3) It's in a!
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really nice area which is only about 15-20minutes walk from the old centre of Copenhagen.!
(3)”!
!
! The areas themselves were often mentioned as nice. The possibility to walk to the!
city centre was indeed an important factor among the Airbnb reviews. The physical looks 
and size are two other sub-dimensions pointed out in this review. !
!
C3: “Birgitte was a very welcoming host who has everything well explained in the!
apartment ourselves . The location of the apartment is perfect for exploring the city . (3)!
Conveniently located if arriving by car , there is a parking garage can be reached in a few!
minutes . (3) The apartment itself is very personally furnished and leaves nothing to be!
desired . Thanks Birgitte !”!
!
! The location being convenient was typically pointed out in reviews as a factor for a!
“good stay”. Amenities such as parking lots and children playgrounds were also pointed!
out as an extra advantage. !
!
C4: “We had a great time in Lak's apartment. It was easy to meet his friend Luis who was!
very helpful. The apartment was in a fantastic location- easy walk to the central station and!
close to lots of restaurants and bars. (3) The apartment in nice and spacious. The!
bathroom is small but wasn't a problem.”!
!
! Apart from easily reachable city centre also the availability of the supermarkets,!
bars and cafes were emphasised as an important aspect.!
!
C5: “Loved the neighbourhood, and a great base to explore from. (3) Camilla was great!
and nice touch with fresh fruit, tea and coffee. The apartment is light and super clean with!
a good bed. Whilst the shower is compact for a short stay is fine. There are very good!
wine bars close by, restaurants etc so makes things very easy. (3) If we're back we will be!
staying here.”!
!
! Numerous reviews pointed out the importance of the neighbourhoods being nice!
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and interesting apart from the easy access to the city as well as bars, restaurants and!
supermarkets.!
!
! Among the most frequently used words in relation to location were “city”, “walk”, 
“close”, “station”, “central”, “bus”, “metro”, “walking”, “restaurants”, “neighbourhood” (see 
figure 6)!

! ! Figure 6. Most frequently used words in “location” node from Nvivo11"!
! Based on the content analysis, the authors are able to distinguish five sub-
dimensions of the location element for perceived service quality. Those sub-dimensions 
are: the access to public transport or bike, access to the centre by walking, availability of 
supermarkets, bars, restaurants, neighbourhood authenticity and security and quietness 
(see table 11). The results of those sub-dimensions are discussed below.!
! One of the determinants mentioned in numerous reviews together with location is 
public transport: “Good location, near public transport,” “The access with public 
transports was perfect.”, “well served by public transport.”. The accessibility of public 
transport is of great importance if the apartment itself is not walking distance from the 
desired attractions or city centre for Airbnb guests.!
! Many apartments listed on Airbnb in Copenhagen are very central, and the use of 
public transport was not necessary: “The neighbourhood is very well located, we did not 
use public transportation to visit all the Copenhagen Center.”, “The location of the 
apartment is perfect, within walking distance to all Copenhagen attractions.”, “We did 
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everything by walking”. Central location and possibility to reach everything walking 
distance is no doubt of importance for travellers however if the public transportation is 
easily accessible, guests are still satisfied.!
! Many visitors of Copenhagen enjoy the possibility of biking as another mean of 
transportation thus mentioning that as an advantage in the location category too: “Get a 
bike and enjoy living in a nicely gentrified area in close distance to the city centre including 
all major sights.”, “It is not very central but Copenhagen is really easy to visit with just a 
bike”, “We biked the whole weekend through Copenhagen, which makes the city very 
accessible.” !
! The nearness of restaurants, shops and supermarkets are of great importance 
for Airbnb guests as well: “The apartment is perfectly situated close to Jaegerborggade 
where great coffee places and little shops can be found.”, “the flat was very central; 
supermarket across the street. the mermaid and the sea around the corner”, “there are 
grocery stores and shopping mall near.”.!
! The neighbourhoods themselves as well were mentioned as factors for 
satisfaction to feel more like a local since otherwise (staying at the central Hotel for 
example) those neighbourhoods might be left unexplored: “The neighbourhood is beautiful 
and gives a experience about how could be to live in a nice city like Copenhagen”, “in a 
very charming neighbourhood!”, “Norrebro is a cool neighbourhood and worth a visit of it’s 
own”.!
! The security and feeling of safeness were important attributes as well: “The area 
itself is 'trendy' without feeling unsafe - think the best bits of London's Shoreditch or 
Manchester's Northern Quarter.”, “The street that they live on felt safe.”, “And as two 
young women, we felt completely safe walking around the neighbourhood no matter what 
time it was.”.!
! Among safeness, quietness was observed as an important attribute of location: 
“Great location, quiet area but very close to the city ”, “The apartment is well located, very 
quiet!”,“The city centre can easily be reached within 25 minutes but the street is quiet and 
safe so the location is perfect.”. The reviews are indicating that while the central locations 
are appreciated the best balance is having it central but still in a quiet zone were also 
guests would feel safe. This add perhaps also to the feeling of authenticity as many guests 
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mention the residential feel of the neighbourhood (quiet and safe would also indicate a 
street where one could envision living).!
 TABLE 11. SUB-DIMENSIONS OF LOCATION"
Sub-dimension Examples

Access to 
public transport/
bike

“Good location, near public transport,” “Transport is extremely 
straightforward with both train and metro options within a five-minute walk,” 
“The access with public transports was perfect.”, “well served by public 
transport.”, “Within reach of public transport: metro Forum, bus A3 to the 
airport,” “The place was conveniently located, just outside the city centre but 
easily accessible by public transport.”, “Get a bike and enjoy living in a nicely 
gentrified area in close distance to the city centre including all major sights.”, 
“It is not very central but Copenhagen is really easy to visit with just a bike”, 
“Location is great, about a 10 minute bike ride to the city centre and the go 
bikes are easy to use.”, “I would recommend to rent a bike, because it's very 
fast and funny to get around by bike.”, “We biked the whole weekend through 
Copenhagen, which makes the city very accessible.”.

Access to 
centre by 
walking

“The neighbourhood is very well located, we did not use public 
transportation to visit all the Copenhagen Center.”, “It's very central with a 
walking distance to the train station, attractions like Tivoli and Christiania, 
and tons of restaurants and bars.”, “The location of the apartment is perfect, 
within walking distance to all Copenhagen attractions.”, “The location is spot 
on in Vesterbro with walking distance to many great local coffee shops / bars 
and just a short walk to everything the city centre has to offer too.”, “We did 
everything by walking”.

Availability of 
supermarkets, 
bars, 
restaurants

“The apartment is perfectly situated close to Jaegerborggade where great 
coffee places and little shops can be found.”, “the flat was very central; 
supermarket across the street. the mermaid and the sea around the corner”, 
“there are grocery stores and shopping mall near.”, “The area is perfect for 
organic shopping and restaurants.”. “located near the city centre, good 
coffee, and cheap restaurants.”

Neighbourhood “The neighbourhood is beautiful and gives a experience about how could be 
to live in a nice city like Copenhagen”, “a trendy interesting neighbourhood... 
”, “We fell in love with the neighbourhood : it's a little bit "bobos style””, “in a 
very charming neighbourhood!”, “Norrebro is a cool neighbourhood and 
worth a visit of it's own”.

Security and 
quietness

“The area itself is 'trendy' without feeling unsafe - think the best bits of 
London's Shoreditch or Manchester's Northern Quarter.”, “The street that 
they live on felt safe.”, “The street was full of lovely hidden cafe bars and 
coffee shops, a quirky bohemian feel, extremely safe to wander around at 
any time of day/night”, “And as two young women, we felt completely safe 
walking around the neighbourhood no matter what time it was.”.“Great 
location, quiet area but very close to the city ”, “The location is quiet with a 
beautiful lake nearby, however, the main attractions are in a walkable 
distance.”, “The apartment is well located, very quiet!”, “The place is full of 
unique buildings and Peaceful friendly and quiet.”, “The city centre can 
easily be reached within 25 minutes but the street is quiet and safe so the 
location is perfect.”.
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! The easily reachable city centre and main attractions whether it would be by foot, 
public transport or bike is important factor regarding location based on data of this paper. 
Moreover, the neighbourhoods themselves even if they are not that central are still of great 
importance, the accesses to cafes, shops, supermarkets and restaurants is highly 
appreciated. Furthermore, the quietness and security of the neighbourhood/ location are 
typically crucial factors for guests.!
! In order to investigate this premise, it is hypothesised here that:!
!
" H3: Perceived advantage of location has a positive influence on Airbnb user 
" satisfaction."
!
5.2.4 Cleanliness"
! Cleanliness is one of the elements of service quality within hospitality industry 
identified in this paper. Cleanliness constituted almost 7% of all the coded units from the 
content analysis of Airbnb reviews left by guests ranking fourth by importance after host, 
physical amenities, and location.!
! Following are examples when the units were coded under cleanliness category (4):!
!
C1:“Delightful apartment, clean and tidy (4) in a great location. A good use of small space.”!
!
! It was common for the guests to mention cleanliness along with other elements but!
not elaborate on that more as in the upper comment.!
!
C2:“Super nice apartment. Cosy and well designed. It was really clean (4) and had!
everything we needed. Would definitely reccommend the apartment to friends and the!
location is very central.”!
!
! Typically Airbnb users pointed out the high degree of cleanliness that they had!
noticed by using strong adjectives.!
!
!
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C3:“It’s my first experience with Airbnb, my few days in Soren's beautiful cozy house was 
perfect, so clean (4) and stylish, bed is very comfortable, the house is modern and 
surroundings are lovely too! Soren is super nice and helpful, he made my trip in 
Copenhagen much easier and more efficient, I'm so appreciate with his advise and 
suggestions! I'm very lucky that I've got this chance, thanks again Soren!”!
!
! Another example where cleanliness is incorporated between all the other!
elements of perceived service quality and expressed strongly. Here one can also see the 
stated overall satisfaction with “my few days were perfect” interacting with different service 
quality elements. !
!
C4:“My friend and I stayed at Anne's place for a weekend and everything worked out!
perfectly. Although we arrived in the evening she arranged everything so we could get into!
the apartment which was spacious and beautifully designed by Anne and her roommate!
Helle. The apartment was very clean (4) and Anne and Helle made us feel very!
comfortable :) we had a great time! Location is perfect for getting around the city ! Close to!
the central station and the meat packing district for going out :) definitely recommend!
staying with Anne !:)”!
!
! Cleanliness again incorporated among the comment. This element was not!
mentioned that often in the reviews compared to the other elements but authors noticed 
that it was explicitly pointed out when the apartment had been “very” clean or “extremely 
clean”.!
!
C5:“Listing description is quite accurate. Uffe is a very nice person and very friendly. The!
place is very well located. Bus stop and metro stations were quite accurate. I felt like being!
with a good friend. We had very friendly discussion on several topics and I enjoyed it. So,!
all in all I would rate 5 out of 5. Not to mention that everything was clean (4) and well!
prepared. I would recommend everyone looking up to this option to take it!!”!
!
! The importance of the place or apartment being clean as a whole rather than!
particular amenities or rooms was pointed out in numerous reviews. The users mention!
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cleanliness as a perceived extra when it has been “spotlessly” clean or “extremely” clean.!
! Guests when mentioning “cleanliness” most frequently mentioned “apartment”, 
“room”, “tidy”, “place”, “everything”, “bathroom”, “flat”, “neat”, “really” and “super” (see 
figure 7). !
!

! Figure 7. Most frequently used words in “cleanliness” node from Nvivo11!
! !
! With the cleanliness service quality attribute it was not possible to develop the 
attribute sub-dimensions since it was mostly mentioned in two cases: either the whole 
place was clean or the specify part of apartment. “The bedroom, bathroom, and kitchen 
were clean” as well as “Everything is clean and tidy” was commonly mentioned indicating 
the importance of the cleanliness of the whole place rather than particular room or 
amenity. One comment said “I found it to be modern and spotlessly clean - two things I 
look for as a top priority” indicating the importance of the cleanliness as a crucial factor but 
almost all the rest of reviewers mentioned cleanliness as one of the factors for they 
satisfaction rather than the most important one. The phrases like “Not only that, but is 
really clean”, “Plus, their place is super clean”, “And this place is so clean”, “Even hotels 
can't match the cleanliness”, “I must add impeccably clean”, “as well as absolutely clean” 
express Airbnb user appreciation of the cleanliness of the accommodations as an extra 
advantage.!
! The fact that cleanliness was mentioned only in around 7% of the coded units as 
well as the content of those make the authors believe that cleanliness is the characteristic 
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that guests expect to be present and unless it exceeds their expectations being “spotlessly 
clean” or “extremely clean” guests just don’t mention it as a proxy for their satisfaction. 
Therefore even though cleanliness ranks only 4th among the categories of this paper we 
don’t state that it is not a major factor for satisfaction rather that it is something guests 
would expect to be there and would not mention in their after-purchase evaluations.!
! In terms of total category units, this is partly contributed to the fact that Cleanliness 
is rarely mentioned more than just once. Even when the reviewer is referring to several 
different areas of the apartment in which they stayed as being clean - one could also 
perhaps look at this category in terms of what percentage of text units (whole reviews) 
mentions cleanliness. In that context a larger percentage than 7% of the reviews 
mentioned cleanliness.!
! Moreover, the authors indicate that the cleanliness in sharing economy’s Airbnb 
services might be less important than for traditional hotel businesses. Or perhaps Airbnb 
users do not have the same expectations about the degree of cleanliness in a private 
home as they would at a traditional hotel, the expectations might be lower therefore easier 
to exceed them. Established with this, authors put forward following hypotheses to test:!
!
" H4: Perceived cleanliness of the physical amenities has a positive influence 
" on Airbnb user satisfaction."
!
!
5.2.5 Accuracy"
!
! This attribute was added to the study due to the satisfaction concept discussed in 
the literature review as well as the structure of the airbnb.com website where “accuracy” is 
one of the categories users can rate. This attribute relates to the comparison of users 
expectations with perceived performance specifically whether those expectations were 
confirmed, disconfirmed or exceeded. Expectations of the users may be derived from a 
variety of sources but specifically in the case of this paper users form expectations based 
on the description and information available on the Airbnb listing as well as photos and 
other user’ online reviews. The units were coded under accuracy category whenever 
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expectations or accuracy of description or pictures were mentioned. Below are examples 
of comments which included confirmation as an attribute (5):!
!
C1:“Samy was a great host. The apartment was great and exactly what we expected (5). It!
was cosy, clean and comfortable we felt like being at home. It was really close to the city!
and the neighbourhood was nice. We enjoyed our stay in Copenhagen and would!
definitely recommend this apartment.”!
!
C2:“Uffe is a great host. I only spent one night at his place but everything was as expected!
(5). he takes his time for his guests and takes care of whatever is needed. Thanks Uffe -!
have a great time”!
!
! Numerous reviews indicated that the service was what they had expected meaning!
that their expectations were confirmed and guests were satisfied.!
!
C3:“We absolutely loved staying here! Laura had arranged for her friend Christina to help!
us with directions, welcome us on arrival and hand over the keys which was great. The!
studio is so nice and is ideally located. We found it exactly as seen in the photos (5) and in!
a beautiful neighbourhood, as well as being in close proximity to the centre of Copenhagen!
- the city is only a short cycle (10/15 mins) or bus ride away. We would definitely stay here!
again. Thank you Laura!”!
!
! Airbnb guests form their expectations of the serviced based on various factors and!
the pictures with the apartment/room on Airbnb listing are one of them. Once the guests!
see the photos prior to the purchase they form the particular expectations that can be!
either met, exceeded or not met.!
!
C4:“I felt like home to Niels apartment. The descriptions is very accurate (5). The!
neighbourhood is very quiet. The apartment has everything you need for 1-2 persons.!
Everything is new, electrical stuff and furniture. The washing+drying machine works!
excellent. The location could not be better, 150m from the great hub Vanlose, from where!
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you can take metro or train or bus. There are at least 3 shops nearby (Irma, Fotex,…) 
opened until 21-22h. The host, Niels, it's a very nice guy, very-very helpful. I recommend!
this place with all my heart.”!
!
! Another factor based on which Airbnb customers form their expectations is!
description of the listing. Among with the photos of the accommodation there is also!
description available on the site which furthermore form the expectations of the experience!
which can be met, exceeded or not met.!
!
C5:“Ali was a great host. Helpful and informative when we needed him. The flat exceeded!
our expectations (5). The room was nicely furnished and decorated with plenty of space for!
our suitcases etc. The projector is ideal for watching Netflix after a long day sightseeing!”!
!
! Considerable amount of guests when stating their expectations indicate that they!
were actually exceeded. That way guests point out their overall satisfaction with the!
service.!
!
! When taking about confirmation of expectations the most commonly used words 
were “exactly”, “described”, “pictures”, “expected”, “accurate”, “better”, “advertised”, 
“exceeded”, “beyond”, “just” (see figure 8).!

" " Figure 8. Most frequently used words in “confirmation” node from Nvivo11"
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! The Accuracy element of perceived service quality one can divide into confirmed 
expectations and exceeded expectations. The phrases such as “exactly what we 
expected”, “Exactly what we were looking for”, “The house met my expectations”, “The 
room was just as we hoped” and “was precisely as I expected it” were common in the 
confirmation category and expressed the confirmed expectations of Airbnb users.!
! “We found it exactly as seen in the photos”, “It is fully compliant with photos posted 
on the site”, “the apartment looked just like in the pictures”, “exactly as pictured”, “Room 
and the apartment were just as nice as in the photos” indicates the importance of the 
photos complying with the reality thus creating the right expectations for the users to be 
confirmed. “The house is exactly as described”, “exactly as advertised”, “The description 
was perfect !”, “just as described in the ad”, “Listing was accurate”, “The room and the flat 
are precisely as described” emphasise the importance of accurate description on the 
listing of the apartment for guests to be satisfied with their choice. Apart from confirmed 
and met expectations many reviews mentioned exceeded expectations, for example, the 
phrases such as “Ellens Suite actually exceeded my expectations; the place in reality is 
better than the photos”, “ The apartment itself was exactly as advertised, and I would say it 
exceeded my expectations!”, “The accommodation exceeded expectations”, “The actual 
room is nicer than its pictures” were used to express satisfaction caused by exceeded 
expectations.!
! The expectations and whether they were met or exceeded were only mentioned in 
3,4% of all the coded units from the sample. However, the authors want to emphasise that 
majority of the comments utilised in this study were positive therefore expressing 
satisfaction and according to expectation-disconfirmation paradigm the satisfaction is an 
outcome of met or exceeded expectations. That way even if the guests don’t mention 
confirmation or accuracy per se but still write that they were satisfied with the various 
attributes of the service as well as expressed overall satisfaction, we can conclude that 
their expectations were met or exceeded. !
! Moreover, it is reasonable to indicate that the hosts of Airbnb who create the listings 
with the guidance of Airbnb are accurate with their claims since the majority of the guests 
are satisfied and mention met or exceeded expectations based on picture and description 
of the accommodations rather than disconfirmed expectations. According to above 
discussed, Airbnb is doing a good job on creating accurate expectations for the guests that 
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prove to be confirmed or even exceeded. Here an important role is also for other guest 
reviews that a potential customer can read and evaluate prior to purchase and decision 
making. Since overall comments are positive, expressing user satisfaction, it also proves 
the accuracy of the reviews of other guests meaning that they are not creating false 
expectations for other potential guests. Therefore the authors put forward the following 
hypotheses:!
!
! H5: The accuracy of the listing has a positive influence on Airbnb user "
" satisfaction. !
!
5.2.6 Satisfaction, repurchase intention and recommendation"
! Customer satisfaction is a crucial factor for business success and exploring which 
are the main attributes of service quality that would lead to Airbnb user satisfaction is the 
main aim of this Thesis. The various attributes utilised in this thesis are the above 
discussed: host, physical amenities, location, cleanliness and accuracy. However, in this 
study, the authors distinguished satisfaction as an independent attribute as well due to the 
method of content analysis and the effectiveness of data coding. The units that were 
coded under “satisfaction” node constituted only 3% of all the coded units. It is a small 
percentage, but the authors have to emphasise that most of the reviews analysed in this 
study were positive even though satisfaction was not mentioned in the comment as a 
concept, the satisfaction of the particular attributes still appeared, thus leading to overall 
satisfaction with the service. The main aim of this thesis is to determine the attributes most 
important for satisfied customers of Airbnb services using mention frequencies as the 
primary determinant of importance. Nevertheless, below the findings of the satisfaction 
attribute will be analysed and discussed.!
! Satisfaction was coded as a unit among the following comments (6):!
!
C1: “Hello Samy, we had a great time. (6) You are the perfect host. We will come back!!
THANKS A LOT” !!
C2: “We had a fantastic time staying at Jeppe's place. (6) The apartment was perfect and!
he was an incredible host. The neighborhood doesn't feel touristy, and it's an easy walk!
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downtown. If you're searching for a great place to stay in Copenhagen, stop looking, you!
found it.”!
!
The guests often indicated that they had a “fantastic” or “great” time that way expressing 
their overall satisfaction with the service. In those reviews one can observe the 
interrelation between the attributes such as host, physical amenities, location and the 
outcomes - satisfaction, recommendation and repurchase intention. !
!
C3: “This is the first time i am using air b&b...very nice experience (6) and the apartment is!
amazing, great building , clean and nice Host, he always give me the information more!
than I expected !! Location is good,very convenient to the central . I enjoyed my stay here:!
(6) Hightly recommend!”!
!
Often to emphasise the overall satisfaction guests pointed out that it had been their!
very first time utilising Airbnb services.!
!
C4: “I stayed at Kate's place in central cph for two nights. It was a great stay (6) and they!
were super friendly and helpful. It was a very nice stay (6) and I would come back!
anytime!”!
C5: “Very enjoyable stay. (6) Elisabeth very welcoming, quick to respond and sort out the!
key exchange. Beautiful neighborhood with everything the heart desires. The room was!
exactly as shown with a view down the courtyard.”!
!
“Enjoyable”, “great”, or “nice” stay were mentioned in significant amount of the reviews!
therefore indicating the satisfaction of the Airbnb service. Sometimes those concepts are 
stated even repeatedly as in the C4 where great stay as well as nice stay are mentioned to 
emphasise the degree of satisfaction. !

!
! Together with satisfaction the most commonly used words were “stay”, “great”, “time”, 
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“experience”, “perfect”, “enjoyed”, “fantastic”, “lovely”, “airbnb”, “happy” (see figure 9).!

! ! Figure 9. Most frequently used words in “satisfaction” node from Nvivo11"
! !
! Expressing how good time or experience guests had were the most common way to 
indicate satisfaction in the coded comments “we had a great time”, “We had a super time 
staying here”, “We had a wonderful time”, “Excellent experience”, “I am 100% happy with 
my experience”. Lots of comments when they mentioned satisfaction also indicated that it 
was their first time using Airbnb services to emphasise the satisfaction even more “I've 
been travelling around, and it's the first time I use Airbnb. And it turns out to be a rewarding 
experience.”, “This was the first time that we had stayed at an Airbnb, and everything was 
just brilliant.”, “This is the first time I am using air b&b...very nice experience”. Some of the 
comments but not a significant amount stressed out the price or value for money factor in 
their satisfaction “Fantastic. As described, very reasonably priced”, “Great time and for an 
affordable price.”, “Overall a good stay for the price!”, “Overall, great value for money.”, “Its 
great value for money in a city which is expensive.”.!
! However, for the purpose of answering the research question (Which are the most 
important determinants of Airbnb user satisfaction?), the authors had to take a look at 
the specific attributes mentioned in the comments when indicating satisfaction.!
!!!!!!
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TABLE 12: % OF MENTIONS OF ATTRIBUTES IN SATISFACTION COMMENTS"

! As illustrated in Table 12, the most frequently mentioned attribute in satisfaction 
comments is Host (33%) , Physical amenities (26%) ranks second and location (24%) 
third which is consistent with the overall ranking of attributes for all the coded sample 
based on mention frequencies. The smaller categories Cleanliness (7%) and confirmation 
(4%) also follow the pattern ranking fourth and fifth by mention frequencies. This supports 
the arguments above when analysing each attribute that Host & Service, Physical 
amenities and Location are tree essential attributes for determining Airbnb user 
satisfaction.!
!
! As explored in the literature review, customer perceptions of the service quality 
attributes and their satisfaction are at the prime interest of any business. One of the 
reasons why it is so particularly important is the belief that customer satisfaction leads to 
repurchase intention and customer loyalty. In a notable amount of reviews Airbnb 
guests indicated their repurchase intention therefore, the authors decided to look at this 
variable as well. For that purpose, the category of repurchase intention was created, and 
the units of online reviews where it was mentioned were coded accordingly. Below are 
examples of comments from Airbnb reviews were repurchase intention was stated (7):!
!
C1: “Julie and Jens made me feel incredibly welcome. Both are very easy to talk to. The 
apartment looks as good as in the photos, if not better. They were always helpful when I 
needed advice and have a lot of experience as Airbnb hosts. The bathroom - I mean, I 

Atrributes Satisfaction comment

Cleanliness 7%

Confirmation 4%

Host 33%

Location 24%

Physical amenities 26%

Recommendation 2%

Repurchase intention 5%
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wish all bathroom floors were heated like theirs. What a wonderful luxury! I would definitely 
stay here again. (7)”!
C2: “My brother and I were in Copenhagen 5 days and found that the floor of Mary was the!
most appropriate. The apartment was in perfect condition, very clean and nicely!
decorated. The location is unbeatable because we were very close to the center and the!
train station. Maria is a lovely and very friendly girl. It helped at all. Strongly recommended.!
Back for sure.(7)”!
C3: “As mentionned the location couldn't be more central. Jens made me feel very!
comfortable and was full of good avices for my stay in Copenhagen. The appartment was!
very nice and clean, I will certainly go back one of these days. (7)”!
!
! Significant amount of reviews indicated the certainty of using the Airbnb services!
again as they had great experience and were overall satisfied with the service quality. The!
reviews also indicated the intention to repurchase if they ever had a chance commonly. 
The interplay among attributes is observable here where cleanliness, physical amenities, 
location and host are all mentioned besides the intent to revisit. !
!
! However, most of the authors of the reviews expressed certainty about their"
intentions to use the Airbnb service and particular apartments/rooms again “We would!
definitely come back”, “Would definitely stay here again”, “For sure I want to stay with you!
both again the next time I come to Copenhagen and please come visit us in England.”,!
“Would definitely return to the apartment”, “We would definitely choose this place again”.!
! Another way to state their intention to come back users expressed the hope to 
return if they had possibility “I hope it's available next time I'm in Copenhagen!”, “Hopefully 
I'll get the chance to go there again soon!”, “Hope to be back again!”, “I hope to book the 
room again, in the future, for a longer stay.”, “really hope that we could stay there again on 
our next visit to Copenhagen!”, “we would like to return as soon as possible”. !
! The results of this study indicate that Host, Physical amenities, and location are 
three primary attributes that customers talk about in their post-purchase evaluations of 
Airbnb services in online review forms. Those results are consistent with the whole study 
where Host and perceived service is of the primal importance of customer satisfaction of 
Airbnb services, Physical amenities come the second and location the third.!
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!
! !
! Another category related to satisfaction outcomes indicated in this study was!
recommendation, it was distinguished as a category and coded accordingly. Below are!
examples where Airbnb users talk about recommending the service to others (8):!

!
C1: “Fantastic appartment in great location with unbelievebly nice hosts :) We've been!
welcomed with full fridge and also got two bikes to use during our stay. We love it and!
100% recommend the Ellen Suite. (8)”!
!
! In this comment the certainty of recommendation is expressed by stating “100%”, 
the attributes such as location, hosts leading to satisfaction are mentioned. !
!
C2: “Laura was kind and makes me feel confident and relaxed in her house, thas is a!
adorable place, very cousy and nice. The neiborhood is beautifull and gives a experience!
about how could be to live in a nice city like Copenhagen. Higly recomended. (8)”!
!
! In the above-cited review the degree of recommendation is stated as “high”. The 
host, physical amenities and location interplay with the recommendation outcome. !
!
C3: “Super nice apartment. Cosy and well designed. It was really clean and had everything!
we needed. Would definitely recommend the apartment to friends (8) and the location is!
very central.”!
!
! The intent to recommend the experience to friends is expressed here pointing out 
the high degree of satisfaction. !
!
C4: “Guillaume is a perfect host. The place is nice, clean, fully equipped and well located. I!
would definitely recommend :) (8)”!
!
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! Due to the satisfaction with the host, physical amenities and location, the user 
express certainty about recommending the service to others in upper review. !
!
C5: “We had a very good experience staying at Kate's place. The bedroom was very!
comfortable and clean and Kate and Christian were very friendly and helpful. Also the!
apartment is very well located. Totally recommend. (8)”!
!
! Another example where one can observe how physical amenities, host and location 
lead to satisfaction and further to recommendation. !
!
! In some of the reviews together with recommendation users emphasise specific"
attributes they recommend of particular apartment/room: “If you want a quiet yet!
convenient and spacious place to chill out during your travel, Soren's apartment is a great!
choice!”, “I am highly recommend this place for everyone, who is looking for real hi-tech!
accommodation in Copenhagen ( in style of "Her" movie)”, “I would highly recommend her 
as a great host and her apartment as an equally great, comfortable and inviting home”, 
“would recommend the host and location”.!
! However, most of the reviews express high degree of confidence to recommend 
particular experience to anyone: “We would definitely recommend this place to anyone”, 
“I would definitely recommend this apartment to anyone visiting Copenhagen”, “I really 
recommend his place to anybody who wants to relax a bit and have a wonderful time in 
Copenhagen.”. This confidence helps the other users who are browsing through the Airbnb 
listings to get the impression of overall experience they might get if they choose that 
particular place. !
! Since the aim of this study to explore the relationship between different Airbnb 
service attributes and user satisfaction that might lead to repurchase intention and 
recommendation, the authors had to look at the various factors stated in the comments 
where recommendation intent was expressed. The findings are consistent with other 
outcome categories and indicate that for Airbnb users to recommend the service to others, 
the crucial attribute is host and its service followed by physical amenities and convenient 
location.!
!
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5.2.7 Other reviews"
! Along with recommendations, Negative consumer reviews are part of e - Word Of 
Mouth Communications. Negative reviews derive from unsatisfied customers which 
furthermore come from not matching expectations with perceived service quality.!
However, in the sample utilised in this thesis negative reviews comprise a tiny amount 
against the total comments. Only 1,5% of all the coded units were negative besides it was 
mostly just a part of the review about the specific attribute that was negative, there were 
barely any reviews entirely negative. Below, the authors will take a look at the content of 
negative comments of Airbnb users. The unit was coded under Negative category in the 
following cases (9):!
!
C1: “The room is really small, smaller than expected. I would think this room is more!
suitable for 1 person than two. My boyfriend and I didn't stay in the room very long as there!
was no space to walk nor unpack. It is close to the metro but it is roughly 40min from the!
airport. There is also nothing to eat nearby at night except a McDonald so if you want to!
grab food be sure to get takeout from the city.” (9)!
!
! Aforementioned review express the dissatisfaction with the whole experience 
indicating that the expectations where not met. !
!
C2: “We stayed four nights and didn't have a chance to meet Lars. His Flatmate checked!
us in instead. The flat is well located and you can walk anywhere by foot. We hired the!
bike on last day and wished that we should have done it earlier. Lars was very!
communicative and it's a shame that the heater didn't work during those chilly days (9).!
Lars was understanding however this didn't change the fact that I pretty much went under!
my blanket as soon as we got back. The bathroom is modern and there is an extra toilet!
which was good. One thing that bothered me was the door to the room that was not 
closing properly so you had to push very hard. I felt bad every time I had to close it as it!
was super noisy. The bathroom didn't close properly either so I tried as much as I could!
but after a while I gave up (9). We enjoyed Copenhagen as it was relaxing compared to!
stressful London.”!
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!
! In this review the dissatisfaction with non-functioning heater is expressed. Besides, 
the doors not closing properly is stated as dissatisfactory factor. However, the satisfaction 
with convenient location and host in general is expressed. Overall satisfaction with “We 
enjoyed Copenhagen” is however stated. !
!
C3: “The location is fantastic - right in the centre of Vesterbro a few minutes walk in any!
direction from amazing bars and restaurants. So a 5 star for location - Camille was very!
good abut our arrival and departure - we could have got there as early as we wanted and!
also stayed late if we had needed to. The flat is very nicely decorated - and well appointed!
- everything you could need including towels and clean comfy bedding. I stayed in the!
double bed and we moved the zed bed into the front room for my son who I was travelling!
with - Coffee and tea and museli was provided as well as a lovely bowl of fresh fruit. Only!
downside is the bathroom is absolutely tiny - it is tiled and clean but the size is a 2 star. It!
is basically a toilet and a tiny sink in a room the size of a cupboard. There is a shower!
attachment so you can have a weakish shower but it's not great. (9) I would not want to!
have stayed for more than the two nights we did - but great for a quick trip for a couple - so!
overall I would give it a 4 star”!
!
! In this review one can observe how the user is evaluating different attributes with 
giving the scores/stars. The dissatisfaction with the shower is expressed. !
!
! The most frequent complaints or negative expressions were regarding bathroom 
size: “Tiny bathroom to take into consideration for girls”, “The bathroom / washroom in the 
apartment is tiny, and the shower is handheld which made for washing my hair very 
difficult, however I understand this is fairly common in Copenhagen.”, “The bathroom is 
a bit small by my standards, but still enough to take a shower”. Nevertheless, it seems that 
the users understand that this is Copenhagen specific factor and if the other attributes are 
good they are still satisfied. Some also mentioned the size of the bedroom or bed as 
unsatisfying: “The room was so small that we could not have our suitcases if the bed had 
to be knocked out.”, “the bed was more suited to single occupancy than double.”, “that is a 
little bed and bedroom, two people live a little stuck.”. However thanks to the availability of 
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the description and pictures of the apartment as well as reviews from previous guests, the 
potential guests should be able to form proper expectations of the service.!
! The lack of cleanliness of specific areas (mostly bathroom) was mentioned 
“Living room was clean, bathroom was disgusting. ”, “Though the studio was neat and 
clean, the bathroom was a bit scaley.”, “Bedroom was tidy and clean, bathroom not so 
much”, “could've been a bit cleaner.”, “Felt cheated though having been charged a 
cleaning fee.”. Cleanliness seemed to be mentioned more when it didn't met the 
expectations than when it was actually clean. Therefore, the findings of this thesis are in 
line with the theory - cleanliness is mentioned more often in negative reviews than in the 
positive ones because it is a factor that can cause dissatisfaction when not there but it 
doesn’t particularly drive satisfaction.!
! Another raise of concerns were the noise when apartments were located centrally: 
“It can, however, get very loud throughout the night as the restaurants and bars are just 
outside.”, “It was also very noisy on Friday and Saturday nights which could be a bigger 
problem in warmer weather.”, “Because of the location, light sleepers might wanna choose 
to stay somewhere more quiet”. Some but very few users mentioned the temperature of 
the room as a disadvantage: “but not warm enough for us people from south of France.”, 
“The room is a bit cold” as well as the lack of elevator in the building: “The only down side 
is the apartment is on the 5th floor with no elevator so if you have heavy bags that will be a 
problem.”, “But for my parents, the only struggle is that the fact that the flat is high up to 
use the stairs with our luggages.”.!
! Negative information in reviews might be considered more useful than positive 
which is derived from prospect theory where it states that experience of loss appears 
greater than the pleasure associated with gaining an amount equivalent to the one which 
was lost. Explained with the value function being steeper for losses than gains. However, 
due to the small insignificant amount of negative reviews in this thesis sample, it is tough 
to make conclusions about the relationships between different attributes among negative 
reviews. Furthermore, the purpose of this study is concerned with the satisfaction, and its 
outcomes rather than dissatisfaction.!
!
!
!
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5.3 Study 2"
! The binary logistic regression is used here as it is appropriate for data in which 
the dependent variable (the variable one wishes to predict) is a categorical dichotomy and 
the independents are of any type. The dependent in this research is the category 
Satisfaction  and its values are dichotomous as they can be only: 0=No (satisfaction was 
not mentioned) or 1=Yes (satisfaction was mentioned). This category will act as a proxy for 
the outcome of a successful service delivery and a satisfying experience as perceived by 
the guests. The independents (or predictor variables) will be the coding categories 
Cleanliness, Location, Host, Amenities, Accuracy which represent service quality 
dimensions involved in making or braking the Airbnb experience. The results will indicate 
to which degree each independent impacts the variance in the outcome variable, which in 
turn would reveal the most important attributes for satisfaction with the experienced Airbnb 
service based on their perceived quality. !
! The regression model predicts the probability of the outcome being 1 and unlike the 
OLS regression it does not assume a linear relationship between the dependent and 
independents, it does not require normally distributed variables or assume 
homoscedasticity and has less stringent requirements in general. The model requires a 
linear relationship of the independents logit and the dependent. In fact, this model does not 
calculate changes in the dependent itself, but changes in the log odds of the dependent.!
! Assessing the success of the logistic model is done by first looking at the 
classification table in the output, which indicates the predictive powers of the model on 
the dependent variable. Furthermore, the Chi-square goodness-of-fit model is available 
to asses whether the model is appropriate for the data and the Wald statistic reveals the 
significance of each individual variable. If the Wald statistic is significant (<0,05) then the 
parameter is also significant in the model, it has some effect on the dependent variable. 
This same table also presents the odds ratio, which is the predicted change in the 
dependents log odds, corresponding a unit change in the independent. Odds ratios less 
than 1,0 represent a decrease in the odds while those more than 1,0 represent an 
increase.!
! A sample of 3306 comments from 81 different listings from Airbnb.com, all located 
in Copenhagen, was coded into 25934 coding units, divided between seven different 
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categories. This is on average 7,84 units per comment. There was an average of 41 
comment per listing and the star rating was on average 29 out of 30 stars for the 73 
listings that had received these (a few listings did not have more than two reviews which 
means no stars yet and some were no longer active at the time of coding). This makes 
obvious the fact that by far most of the reviews left on Airbnb.com are indeed positive. In 
addition to these 3306 comments, there were only 24 negative reviews and 16 were 
deleted from the sample due to inadequate translations, making them impossible to 
understand. The most frequently mentioned category was the host & service (32%), the 
physical amenities (24%) and the location (22%). The least frequently mentioned category 
was the accuracy (2%), intent to revisit or recommend (7%) and satisfaction (9%) as well 
as cleanliness (4%). It is worth mentioning that although the Cleanliness category 
accounted for just 4% of the total coding units, this category differs somewhat from 
Location, Host, Amenities in that the reviewers usually mention Cleanliness just once (a 
minuscule percentage has mentioned it twice as can be read from the frequency table 
below). It should therefore be noted that this category might be more important than 
implied by the regression analysis and is more suitable for qualitative analysis than 
quantitative. The category is mentioned, after all, in 1071 reviews out of 3306 which 
constitutes 32% of the comments. So 1 in 3 reviewers found Cleanliness to be of enough 
importance to mention.!
! Table 10 presents the frequencies of category mentions in units of text (whole 
reviews), from 0 to 9 (which is the maximum and only appeared in a few, very long, 
reviews). The first number represents the number of text units, or reviews, containing the 
number of category mentions listed on the left side of the table. The category Location is 
not mentioned at all in 691 reviews, it is mentioned once in 1060 reviews and so on. In the 
parenthesis is the cumulative percentage for each category. From the cumulative 
percentages it is apparent that a category is rarely mentioned more than 3 times in one 
text unit. When the table reaches the frequency of 4, 90% or more of the reviews have 
already been categorized. Furthermore, the categories Accuracy, Cleanliness do not share 
the range that the other independents possess. The first three categories in the frequency 
table have a range from 0-9, despite the fact that around 90% of them show a frequency 
less than 5.!
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Figure 10. Frequency table with cumulative frequencies. "!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Figure 11. Categorical variables. !!
! Being that the categories Recommend or revisit, Satisfaction are categorical 
dichotomies, they only have two values: 0 = the category was not mentioned & 1 = the 
category was mentioned. The former appeared in around half of the reviews (1663 out of 
3306) and the latter in slightly more than half of the reviews (1898 out of 3306) which 
follows the overall positive tone of the majority of reviews. Again it is noted that every 
review in this particular sample are in fact positive overall.!
!
5.3.1 Logistic binary regression - satisfaction"
!
! Using binary regression the goal is to identify which coding categories have the 
most significant effect on the categorical dependent Satisfaction. The overall prediction 
power of the model (Figure 12) when including the independents (Cleanliness, Location, 
Host, Amenities, Accuracy) is estimated to be 56,4%. !

Frequency Location Host Amenities Cleanliness Accuracy

0 691 (20,9%) 258 (7,8%) 588 (17,8%) 2235 (67,6%) 2815 (85,1%)

1 1060 (53%) 638 (27,1%) 970 (47,1%) 1043 (99,2%) 480 (99,7%)

2 781 (76,6%) 919 (54,9%) 806 (71,5%) 28 (100%) 11 (100%)

3 404 (88,8%) 719 (76,6%) 480 (86%) 0 0

4 197 (94,8%) 410 (89,1%) 254 (93,7%) 0 0

5 96 (97,7%) 199 (95,1%) 112 (97,1%) 0 0

6 47 (99,1%) 94 (97,9%) 57 (98,8%) 0 0

7 22 (99,8%) 37 (99%) 22 (99,5%) 0 0

8 5 (99,9%) 22 (99,7%) 12 (99,8%) 0 0

9 3 (100% 10 (100%) 5 (100%) 0 0

Recommend or revisit Satisfaction

0 1 0 1

1643 1663 1408 1898
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Figure 12. Overall prediction power of the model - Satisfaction. "!
! The Chi-square significance test indicates an improvement in the model when 
adding the independents, or explanatory variables, so there is indication that the 
independents in the model will have some effect on the dependent (Figure 13). !
!

Figure 13. Chi-square - Satisfaction.!!
! Rao´s efficient score for the overall model is significant (0,000), again leading to the 
rejection of the null hypothesis (that there is no difference in observed and predicted 
values) and estimating a good model fit. !
! The following table also elaborates on the significance of each independent 
variable, indicating which ones are useful predictors of the dependent´s behaviour and 
which are less useful (Figure 14). This table suggests that the categories Location, Host, 
Amenities, are significant (<0,05) and Cleanliness, Accuracy are non-significant (>0,05), 
which means that the categories Location, Host, Amenities are the strongest predictors for 
the outcome Satisfaction. The overall statistics for the model is also significant, reflecting 
the usefulness of this model.!
!
!
!
!
!

0 1 % Correct

0 51 1357 3,6

1 86 1812 95,5

Overall 56,4

Chi-square df Sig.

Step 1 Step 29,230 6 ,000

Block 29,230 6 ,000

Model 29,230 6 ,000
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Figure 14. Rao´s efficient score - Satisfaction."!
! Overall the regression model is a good fit for the data with prediction powers being 
moderately good.!
! The following table presents the Wald statistic and its significance as well as the 
odds ratio for each variable in the model. This model tests the significance of each 
independent variable in the model and their respective directional effect on the dependent 
(Figure 15).!

Figure 15. Wald statistic - Satisfaction. !
! From these values one can estimate the importance of each category in predicting 
Satisfaction as well as the directional effect of the variable and the predicted change in the 
dependent corresponding a unit change in the independent. In this sample, the best 
predictors of Satisfaction are the Host, Amenities categories. The directional effect is 
positive - a unit change in Host is predicted to increase the log odds of Satisfaction being 
1=Yes by 1,06. The effect of Amenities is much the same, both have an odds ratio of 1,06. 
Although having high significance in the initial model testing, Location does not have 

Score df Sig.

Cleanliness 2,753 1 ,097

Location 5,580 1 ,018

Host 8,681 1 ,003

Amenities 9,470 1 ,002

Accuracy ,247 1 ,619

Overall 
statistics

28,957 6 ,000

B S. E. Wald df Sig.
Odds 

ratio

95% C. I. for 

odds ratio

Cleanliness ,086 ,074 1,372 1 ,242 1,090 ,944 1,260

Location ,036 ,026 1,958 1 ,162 1,037 ,986 1,090

Host ,061 ,023 7,246 1 ,007 1,063 1,017 1,112

Amenities ,055 ,025 4,854 1 ,028 1,056 1,006 1,109

Accuracy -,093 ,096 ,926 1 ,336 ,911 ,755 1,101
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significance in this analysis. This can be contributed partly to the directional effect which 
does not appear to be clear (the confidence interval crosses 1,0, so it is undetermined in 
this model whether the effect on the dependent be positive or negative). The remaining 
two categories have similar issues, they do not show significance in predicting Satisfaction 
and all are inconclusive in predicting the direction of effect - their confidence intervals all 
cross 1,0 and an odds ratio above 1,0 present a positive directional relationship while the 
opposite goes for values less than 1,0. The most significant predictors of the dependent 
variable Satisfaction are Host, Amenities with the former being slightly more significant.!

5.3.2 Logistic binary regression - recommend/revisit"
! The category Recommend or revisit was identified as a separate coding category 
earlier on, however, this was not included as a quality dimension since this represents an 
outcome of the service encounter. It was decided to run a separate regression where this 
category acted as the outcome variable in order to further substantiate the results of the 
previous regression in identifying the most important service attributes for customer 
satisfaction. This is assuming that a guest would only recommend or reuse a service if the 
guest´s own experience had been satisfactory. A strong relationship has indeed been 
found to exist between satisfaction and recommendation in the hotel industry (Salazar et 
al., 2010) which led to the assumption that highly satisfied guests would be likely to 
recommend to others. Furthermore, research has found that, if measured correctly, 
expressed intentions are appropriate predictors for most human behaviour (Baker & 
Crompton, 2000). Thus, it is unlikely that the guests would express repurchase intentions 
or spread positive word of mouth unless the experience was perceived to be of adequate 
quality.!
The results of this study indicated similar results since the frequencies of appearance of 
the Recommend or revisit category was similar to that of Satisfaction in the coding units, 
and it therefore seemed appropriate to hypothesize that the perceived quality of the 
service dimensions lead to repurchase intent as well. The following four hypothesis will be 
tested where the expressed intentions of the Airbnb users will act as a proxy for their 
repurchase intent - the likely outcome of a service encounter if a customer is satisfied with 
the perceived service quality. !
!
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" H5: Perceived quality of location has a positive influence on repurchase "
" intentions for Airbnb users."
!
! H6: Perceived quality of the host and service has a positive influence on "
" repurchase intentions for Airbnb users."
" !
! H7: Perceived quality and cleanliness of amenities have a positive influence 
" on repurchase intentions for Airbnb users."
!
" H8: Perceived accuracy of the listing description and photographs has a "
" positive influence on repurchase intentions for Airbnb users."
!
! In order to test the premises of these hypotheses, the following regression analysis 
was conducted, using the category Recommend or revisit as an outcome variable.!
The overall prediction power of the model, as seen from the classification table below, 
which compares predicted and observed values, when including the independents is 
estimated to be 57,8% (Figure 16).!

Figure 16. Overall prediction power of the model - Recommend or revisit. !!
! The Chi-square goodness-of-fit test is highly significant (0,000) in this regression as 
well, adding the independents has improved the model and is thereby justified (Figure 17).!

Figure 17. Chi-square - Recommend or revisit. "

0 1 % Correct

0 993 650 60,4

1 761 902 54,2

Overall % 57,3

Chi-square df Sig.

Step 116,943 6 ,000

Block 116,943 6 ,000

Mode 116,943 6 ,000
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! A good model fit is also estimated by the Rao´s efficient score, which indicates a 
good model fit and goes on to estimate the significance of each variable (Figure 18). The 
efficient score for the overall model is significant (0,000), which leads to the rejection of the 
null hypothesis. This table also goes on to indicate the importance of the individual 
predictors in the model, the only category in this analysis that is non-significant is Accuracy 
(>0.05). All other independent variable seem to be good predictors (<0,05) for the 
dependent Recommend/revisit. !

Figure 18. Rao’s efficient score - Recommend or revisit."
! The next output of interest is the Wald statistic and the corresponding significance 
test of each variable in the model (Figure 19). Again, with Recommend/revisit as the proxy 
for repurchase intent (and implied satisfaction), all categories but Accuracy are significant 
(<0,05). The independent with the strongest effect on the dependent is the Host category, 
with the odds ratio of 1,18. All independents that are significant, Cleanliness, Location, 
Host, Amenities, have a positive directional effect on the dependent Recommend/revisit. 
The Accuracy category is not significant, and the model is not able to predict its directional 
effect.!

Figure 19. Wald statistic - Recommend or revisit. !

Score df Sig.

Variables Cleanliness 11,274 1 ,001

Location 33,487 1 ,000

Host 69,662 1 ,000

Amenities 30,220 1 ,000

Accuracy ,057 1 ,812

Overall statistics 114,273 6 ,000

B S. E. Wald df Sig. Odds ratio 95% C. I. For odds ratio

Cleanliness ,162 ,074 4,813 1 ,028 1,175 1,017 1,358

Location ,091 ,026 12,430 1 ,000 1,095 1,041 1,152

Host ,165 ,023 51,310 1 ,000 1,180 1,128 1,234

Amenities ,072 ,025 8,580 1 ,003 1,075 1,024 1,129

Accuracy -,124 ,097 1,633 1 ,201 ,883 ,730 1,068
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! The most significant predictor variables of the dependent Recommend/revisit are 
Host, Cleanliness followed closely by Location, Amenities. !
! Overall, the regression model using the category Recommend/revisit as a proxy for 
the outcome of repurchase behaviour shows a stronger effect of the independents on the 
dependent than when using the category Satisfaction as the outcome variable. 
Additionally, more independents are significant in this regression model. !
!
5.3.3 Other reviews"
! As there were very few negative comments in the sample, no meaningful statistical 
analysis is possible here. From thousands of reviews, only 23 were here found to be 
predominantly negative. It would have been interesting to analyse the negative feedback, 
had there only been enough of them, since there could be a notable difference in the 
content of the review when the user describes an unpleasant experience. From these few 
negative reviews, only 23 reviews containing 118 coding units, there seem to be two initial 
major differences in the category distribution. Namely, cleanliness is mentioned more 
frequently as a cause for dissatisfaction (6%) than it was as a cause for satisfaction (4%) 
and location hardly makes an appearance in the negative comments (2,5%) compared to 
its frequent appearance in the positive reviews (22%). No conclusions can be derived from 
this minuscule sample, although this would be an interesting point for further elaboration. !
TABLE 13. FREQUENCIES OF ATTRIBUTES IN NEGATIVE COMMENTS. "

Cleanliness 7 6 %

Location 3 2,5 %

Host 38 32 %

Amenities 52 44 %

Satisfaction 11 9,5 %

Accuracy 3 2,5 %

Recommend 4 3,5 %

Total units = 118 100 %

Comments 23

Units pr. comment 5
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! Following are a couple of examples of two types of negative reviews found on 
Airbnb.com:!
“The apt was misrepresented. It was only a bedroom without a closet, two stiff towels not 
soft and you had to share the kitchen and bath with him and his family including two 
children. When we arrived we could not use the bathroom as the children were getting 
ready for school. We left with our luggage and found a near by hotel and no money was 
returned to us even though we didn't stay there”!
! A few of the negative reviews, such as this one above, were clearly the result of a 
misunderstanding of the listing description as this review is the only negative from more 
than 250 for this listing. The host has achieved the status of super-host and the listing has 
a perfect score star rating 30/30. In the listing description, it is clearly stated that this is a 
private room in a shared apartment and that the bathroom and kitchen are shared with the 
host and his two daughters. In this case, it seems that the guests were expecting 
something completely different than what was described in the listing and, as a result, 
were disappointed.!
“My experience was just average here. upon arrival, i found the previous guests still in my 
room. i had to wait for the host's helper to return, and she only changed the sheets.. no 
vacuum or any other type of cleaning of the bathroom either. it seemed like they had a 
revolving door of guests and could not keep up with the heavy traffic. the room is small but 
cozy, however if there are other guests in the 2nd bedroom, it can feel not so private, as 
the space is very small. in addition, the washer/dryer machine did not work. i believe there 
are better airbnb options in this city.”!
! The above sample review is one of several negative comments from one particular 
listing, and they all relate somewhat or entirely to the fact that this apartment has more 
than one room that is rented to Airbnb travellers with the host not always staying at the 
apartment. This creates inconsistencies in the delivery of services such as privacy, security 
and cleanliness. This listing has a star rating of only 26,5/30 and also a large number of 
reviews, over 200, and most of them are still predominantly positive, the problems seem to 
arise, however, when the host is away traveling or when there are many guests, so the 
service delivery in this case is inconsistent.!
!
!
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5.4 Data analysis - hypotheses"
!
H1: Perceived quality of host and service has a positive influence on Airbnb user"
satisfaction."
!
The results corroborate the first hypothesis and the Host category is, in fact, the quality!
dimension with the strongest influence on the outcome of Satisfaction. This supports the!
results of the word analysis from Nvivo11 in the previous section, where the service!
provided by an Airbnb host appears to have a major influence on the guests´ experiences!
with Airbnb.!
!
H2: Perceived quality of physical amenities has a positive influence on Airbnb user"
satisfaction."

!
This service quality dimension was just slightly less significant than Host in predicting the!
outcome of a positive experience. The third hypothesis cannot be rejected since the quality!
of the physical attributes of the apartment listing does have a positive effect on customer!
satisfaction. The likelihood of the guest having a satisfactory service experience increases!
as the quality of this dimensions is perceived positively.!
!
H3: Perceived advantage of location has a positive influence on Airbnb user"
satisfaction."
!
The results of the regression for the outcome of satisfaction are inconclusive in this!
respect. According to Rao´s score, the category was significant in the model, the Wald!
statistic, however, does not indicate significance. The third hypothesis must therefore be!
rejected based on the results of this particular study.!
!
H4: Perceived cleanliness of the physical amenities has a positive influence on"
Airbnb user satisfaction."
!
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The regression model cannot establish a significant effect from the Cleanliness category!
on the outcome of Satisfaction. The directional effect is not clear and the variable is not!
significant in this model. Hypothesis number four must as a result be rejected, it cannot be!
established whether increased cleanliness of the room or apartment will increase!
satisfaction levels for Airbnb users. This was not surprising due to the category´s low!
frequency in relation to the number of coding units.!
!
H5: The accuracy of the listing has a positive influence on Airbnb user satisfaction."
!
The fifth hypothesis will have to be rejected on the basis of this study´s results, since!
Accuracy was not a reliable predictor in this regression. The model could not establish!
whether the directional effect of this variable was positive or negative, meaning that the!
presence of this dimension is not likely to be a cause for satisfaction. This is in line with the!
infrequency of this category´s appearance as was apparent from the analysis in study 1!
(Chapter 5.1).!
!
H6: Perceived quality of location has a positive influence on repurchase intentions"
for Airbnb users."
!
The results of this study indicate that the quality of the Location is important to Airbnb!
users. As for the effect on the variance of the outcome, this category has a positive!
directional effect on the outcome of recommendation and repurchase behavior and is!
significant in the model - as location is mentioned more often, so increase the chances of!
Recommend or revisit also being mentioned. The results corroborate the sixth hypothesis!
and indicates the importance of this dimension on recommendation and repurchase!
behavior for Airbnb users. This is in congruence with the analysis in study 1 (Chapter 5.1)!
which suggests that the quality of this dimension is highly appreciated among Airbnb!
users.!
!
H7: Perceived quality of the host and service has a positive influence on repurchase"
intentions for Airbnb users."
!
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The quality dimension Host, representing the services provided to the guest, was found to!
be the strongest predictor of Recommend or revisit occurring. The seventh hypothesis is!
thereby corroborated, underlining the importance of this attribute in adding to the Airbnb!
guest´s experience. The repurchase intentions as well as positive word of mouth behavior!
increases when the guest perceives the service to be of superior quality. The results from!
all three analysis, the Nvivo11 results, regression with Satisfaction as an outcome, as well!
as this regression, point to the Host and service being the most important attribute for!
Airbnb consumers.!
!
H8: Perceived quality of amenities has a positive influence on repurchase intentions"
for Airbnb users."
!
The quality of amenities did have a positive effect on repurchase behavior for Airbnb!
users, as the dimension increased in perceived performance, so did the possibility for an!
appearance of Recommend or revisit. The eighth hypothesis is supported by this model,!
indicating that this quality dimension is an important part of making the Airbnb experience!
satisfying enough for the guest to spread positive word of mouth or revisit.!
!
H9: Perceived cleanliness of physical amenities has a positive influence on"
repurchase intentions for Airbnb users."
!
The quality dimension Cleanliness was an important predictor for recommendation or!
repurchase behavior. Exceed only by Host, this dimension was the second strongest!
predictor of repurchase behavior for Airbnb users. This is not congruent with the first!
regression model with Satisfaction as the outcome. Perhaps this dimension contributes to!
recommendation behavior rather than just expressed satisfaction as this is a physical!
factor which is not much affected by subjectivity, different people tend to agree on the!
concept of cleanliness more than subjective evaluations such as quality of the host or the!
location. These results suggest that cleanliness of amenities is a highly important attribute,!
despite the category´s low ranking in the data in terms of frequency. Even though this!
dimension is not one of the most frequently mentioned, it does have a clear impact on the!
outcome of Recommendation or revisit, further substantiating its relevance in this analysis!
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as a desirable attribute for Airbnb users.!
!
H10: Perceived accuracy of the listing has a positive influence on repurchase"
intentions for Airbnb users."
!
The model does not indicate a positive effect on the outcome of Recommend or revisit!
from the appearance of the Accuracy dimension. The tenth hypothesis is therefore!
rejected, there appears to be no significant influence of the listing description accuracy on!
Airbnb user recommendation and repurchase behaviour. These results are in line with the!
previous regression model and hypothesis five and it is thereby conclusively insignificant in!
this study as a predictor of a service experience outcome or a relevant service quality!
dimension.!
!
!
!
!
! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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CHAPTER 6: Discussion and implications"
! In this section the authors will review the main findings from a theoretical 
standpoint, indicate the implications of the study and point out the limitations and future 
research possibilities. Furthermore, in this chapter the discussion and conclusion of the 
previous chapters will take place providing the answer to the research question: “Which 
are the most important determinants of Airbnb user satisfaction?”!
! While the sharing of goods and services is an ancient and universal human!
behaviour, “sharing economy” or so-called “collaborative consumption” is born with the!
internet age enabled by advances in technology, environmental concerns and social needs!
(Belk 2014). With its central idea behind of access to services, goods and skills being!
more important than ownership, this alternative business model has gained extreme!
prevalence and success (Botsman 2010). Airbnb, peer-to-peer platform that enables 
people to rent out residential accommodations, also, the case study of this Master Thesis 
is one of those great examples, exceeding hotel giant Hilton, in nights booked and valeted 
higher than Wyndham and Hyatt hotel chains by now.!
! In this thesis, the authors wanted to look at the specific attributes that are of main!
importance for Airbnb guests and that would explain the outstanding success of this!
business. At the heart of any business success is viewed customer satisfaction. At the!
backbone of this thesis is the belief that customer satisfaction is the difference between!
customers prior expectations and perceived performance. Furthermore, it is discussed that!
customer satisfaction will lead to repurchase intention, recommendation or both.!
! With the attempt, to figure out the primary determinants of customer satisfaction 
with Airbnb services, the authors looked at the customer satisfaction and service quality 
theory and adapted the widely accepted service quality dimensions to the Airbnb case. As 
a result attributes such as location, host, physical amenities and cleanliness and accuracy 
were distinguished as the main dimensions of perceived service quality.!
! In order to respond to the research question of determinants for satisfaction with 
Airbnb services, the authors developed ten hypotheses each attempting to identify the 
effect of a particular attribute on the outcome. By accepting or rejecting each hypothesis 
we determined the most important attribute/attributes leading to satisfaction.!
! To further investigate this issue the authors carried out a content analysis of online!
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reviews found on Airbnb webpage. In total, a sample of 4924 reviews was analysed with a!
help of two studies - one qualitative with Nvivo11 and other quantitative with SPSS. In the!
qualitative part, each of the attributes was analysed based on the content analysis and the!
correlations between attributes and outcomes were drawn. From the quantitative part, the!
conclusions regarding hypotheses were made.!
! As the overwhelming majority of reviews left on this site is overall positive, that is 
even if the text unit contains no actual reference that can be categorised as satisfaction,!
recommend or revisit the review in question is classified as being positive since the!
descriptions of other categories present (location, amenities, host, accuracy) were positive!
ones (in a great location, the apartment was beautiful, Friendly and helpful host).!
! “Delightful apartment[1.amenities], clean and tidy[2.cleanliness] in a great!
! location[3.location]. A good use of small space[4.amenities].”!
The above review, for example, neither mentions satisfaction nor recommend or revisit!
expressively. The review, however, is positive in the description of the qualities that are,!
presumably, of most importance for this guest´s satisfaction.!
! As such, there was no possibility of comparison between the positive and negative!
reviews and the use of categories as proxies for the highest level of overall satisfaction 
were applied. As can be seen by the words and phrases sorted beneath these categories 
in the coding scheme (Appendix 1), these categories often expressed high levels of 
satisfaction by directly, and expressively communicating feelings of satisfaction with the 
experience and intent to recommend or even return “I am 100% happy with my 
experience, I would stay here again!”.!
! The results from both studies were consistent with each other, indicating that the!
most significant service quality attributes to consumer satisfaction of Airbnb users are Host!
and service, Physical amenities and Convenient location. This suggests that Airbnb users!
are quite similar to traditional hotel consumers in their needs and wants. However, there!
are some noticeable differences on which authors will elaborate further in this discussion. 
! The one and most significant factor for user satisfaction seemed to be the Hosts"
and the service provided by them. It was the category that constituted the largest!
amount of coded units in both studies as well as showed the biggest significance regarding!
the outcomes such as repurchase intention and recommendation. Most of the mentions!
regarding host in the Airbnb reviews where concerning the friendliness and helpfulness of!
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the hosts as well as their ability to make guests feel welcome, comfortable and “home!
away from home” suggesting that Airbnb users are looking for more personal and less!
official and strict environment than in traditional hotels. This is in congruence with Airbnb’s!
strategy and creating trust and empathy being at the heart of it. In addition to the hosts’!
ability to make the guests feel welcomed and special, their recommendations and local!
knowledge of the city were highly appreciated from the guests’ side. According to some!
hospitality studies, the post-modern tourist prefers to travel outside the beaten track, to try!
something new and to experience authentic encounters with locals during their travels!
(Dredge & Gyimóthy, 2015). For these types of travellers, who one can assume make up a!
considerable percentage of Airbnb users, the choice of accommodations are most likely!
associated with this local feeling of hospitality that is amplified by the interaction with the!
host as well as insider tips on the city that enable the tourist to avoid "touristy" places. This!
sentiment does indeed make several appearances in the Airbnb reviews, as the guests!
repeatedly refer to their experience as being local, a home away from home, and attribute!
the increased authenticity of their experience to the actions of the host, along with staying!
in a residential area of the city.!
! Furthermore, the category representing the personal service received from the!
Airbnb host was the most significant predictor of the outcome of repurchase behaviour, the!
categories satisfaction, recommend intent to revisit respectively. These results are in!
congruence with numerous studies in hospitality where it is the behaviour of the front-line!
staff that is referred to. In this study the front-line staff are the hosts themselves, they take!
care of everything from creating the listing description to accepting the booking and taking!
care of the guests throughout their stay with them.!
! The service provided by hosts through Airbnb is clearly part of the accommodations!
industry in that the substitute services available are hotels, hostels, vacation homes or!
even camping sites. These are all well-known institutions that fill the needs of travellers!
who are staying at a destination overnight and Airbnb is somehow simultaneously a part of!
the same industry and very different. The most crucial, fundamental difference lies with the!
fact that the guest stays at a private home as opposed to residing in a specially!
designed and standardised hotel room, occupied by several other guests as well as!
trained employees. The emphasis of hospitality research revolves largely around the!
training and empowerment of these service employees as the view is widely held that a!
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successful service encounter will increase satisfaction and repurchase behaviour among!
customers. This aspect of the service delivery, the interaction between service employee!
and guest, is the co-production of the service (inseparability) - the result of a successful!
encounter stems from the ability of the employee to understand the guest´s needs and the!
empowerment and technical knowledge of the employee being adequate for the resolution!
of any concerns and the facilitation of personalised service (or at least the feeling of this).!
! The firm link for this quality dimension can be contributed to the authenticity and!
intimate experience of staying as a guest in a local home. As Salazar et al. (2010) found in!
their study of quality dimensions in hotels, quality perceptions are positively affected by!
ensuring that the guest feels comfortable, respected, important and welcomed. Other!
studies have identified emotional involvement as leading to longer lasting and more!
positive attitude towards a service or a brand (Oliver, 1993; Krishnan & Olshavsky, 1995).!
The practice of staying with a host in their private homes, whether they are actually!
present at the time or not, is a very intimate experience, more similar to visiting friends or!
family than to staying at a hotel. This adds on to the experience for the guest an extra!
dimension of authenticity and increases customer satisfaction.!
! The category of physical amenities which involves physical looks of the!
apartment, offered facilities and quality of the bed/mattress was the second most important!
attribute for Airbnb user satisfaction judged on the mention frequencies in the online!
reviews. This attribute also contributes to the authenticity of the Airbnb user experience!
with the hosts furnishing and decorating their apartments in a specific way that guests 
would feel the local touch, particularly the guests of Copenhagen area would express their!
appreciation of the “Scandinavian “cool”” or “Danish minimalism”.!
! The idea of seeking out accommodations that are “off the beaten track” and less!
commercial are certainly not entirely novel. Interest in rural tourism, for example, has been!
gaining popularity in recent years as some tourists wish to get away from mass!
development and in touch with the local atmosphere to enjoy a relaxing and novel!
experience (Albacete-Sáez et al., 2007). The idea of a B & B is certainly well established,!
Airbnb even derived their name from this type of accommodation, surely recognising the!
similarities between the two.!
! Location turned out to be the third leading dimension of the perceived service!
quality for Airbnb users. Numerous users mentioned the neighbourhoods and areas!
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themselves as giving them more local experience. Thanks to Airbnb services, the guests!
have the possibility to stay in more residential areas which are not as popular among!
traditional hotels and they might not be able to discover otherwise. Airbnb guests enjoyed!
and were enthusiastic about such neighbourhoods as Norrebro, Amagerbro and Kodbyen!
emphasising the authentic experience of their travels. The possibility to bike and!
experience the city as a local that way was another factor guests appreciated.!
! As mentioned earlier, location is a prominent service quality feature in hospitality!
research, which makes good sense considering findings such as Shoval et al.´s (2011)!
regarding tourist movements being highly contingent on the location of their hotel as well!
as research on business travellers where the location is often a top priority (McCleary et 
al.,1993). One of the frequently mentioned sub-dimension of the location was the ability to!
walk everywhere and appreciation for local surroundings.!
! Cleanliness was constituted insignificant amount of the mentions when compared!
to other attributes, however, it was an interesting factor to look at since it was mentioned 
more in the negative reviews. Aforementioned is coherent with Herzberg’s (1962) dual 
factor theory which states that factors such as cleanliness are not necessarily the drivers 
for satisfaction but the lack of them has a strong influence on dissatisfaction.!
! Perhaps because of the habits of consumption that have led to mass production 
and standardisation along with (seemingly) highly regulated and scrutinised industries, 
people tend to trust better an organisation than a private individual to uphold certain 
standards when it comes to security and cleanliness in particular. This may impact the 
expectations of the Airbnb users before travelling in a way that they do not expect the 
same degree of professionalism to which they have become accustomed in larger 
organisations. Since their expectations were reduced somewhat, taking into account the 
fact that one is staying at a private residence, the guests are more easily satisfied with the 
experience when the physical aspects of the accommodations are just as clean as they 
would be expected to be at a hotel. These were exciting categories to investigate in the 
context of private lodging, where the cleaning process and interior of the accommodations 
are not standardised as they would be in a hotel room.!
! Assuming that satisfaction is the outcome of expectations being met or exceed, as 
the customer satisfaction theory suggests, one must also believe that the correct 
representation of the listing or accuracy will be appreciated by the guest. The issue with!
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this dimension in this sample probably relates to the fact that the reviewers simply did!
not think to mention the listing description, which was most likely examined by them before!
making the reservation, when reminiscing about their travel experience. One must assume!
that when the guest was happy with the amenities and the location, as most were, then!
these dimensions would have been realistically presented to them before the trip. If not,!
then expectations could not have been met and satisfaction would not have occurred. The!
results from this study, though, can not elaborate on the effects of this factor of overall!
satisfaction as it is simply not mentioned often explicitly enough by Airbnb customers.!
! The listing description, the professional photographs and communication with the 
host before the visit, are all factors that definitely contribute to the success of Airbnb as 
these are very accurate expectation formation factors. This was evident from the New York!
campaign in the early days of Airbnb, where the inclusion of professional photographs,!
seemingly on its own, increased listing bookings by 2,5% in the enhanced listings!
(Airbnb.case).!
! This study, however, does not have access to the importance of the listing 
descriptions and their accuracy in guest satisfaction. It seems that this information might 
have to be explicitly solicited from users in order to get a definitive result. It can merely be 
concluded that the accuracy category in this analysis was not a good predictor of overall 
satisfaction.!
! One of the reasons why satisfaction is so particularly important is the belief that!
customer satisfaction leads to repurchase intention (Bitner 1990). Basically, customers!
create their future purchase intentions based on the value obtained from the previous!
contact with the service with relationship benefits (this case specific service attributes)!
being a proxy for expectations of future benefits (Olaru et al. 2008).!
! However, the question is whether stated repurchase intentions are firmly held and!
would actually lead to subsequent purchase behaviour. Researchers argue there are!
various elements that influence the degree of actual possible repurchase behaviour. The!
elements are divided into the ones that deal with how precisely users can represent their!
current intentions and the ones that affect how accurately users can predict whether and!
how their intentions will change over time (Morwitz 1997). Nevertheless, the purpose of!
this thesis is to explore the attributes that are essential for Airbnb user satisfaction and!
expressed repurchase intentions therefore not concerning the actual subsequent!
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repurchase behaviour. This would be interesting to investigate further since this is a factor!
that could have important managerial implications.!
! The findings indicated that Recommend or intent to Revisit was a better proxy for 
the outcome of overall satisfaction than was Satisfaction. Perhaps this relates back to the 
fact that recommending an accommodation to a friend or wanting to stay there again is the!
best expression that hotel guests can find to communicate that they were satisfied or even!
delighted with the service.!
! To conclude, the authors want to emphasise that most of the reviews analysed in!
this study were positive as are all of the Airbnb reviews. This indicates that most of the!
Airbnb users are satisfied with the service and service quality which derived from the!
theory would come from met or exceeded expectations. Airbnb users seem to form their!
expectations based on the listing descriptions, photos and other users’ online reviews.!
Therefore, it would be reasonable to argue that Airbnb hosts with the guidance of Airbnb!
website are forming the right level of expectations for their guests. Definitely, they are not!
over-advertising the service or setting the expectations too high. The debate here is!
whether the expectations for Airbnb service are commonly quite low and thus easy to be 
met or exceeded? Possibly travellers have much higher expectations when staying at!
traditional hotels. Also, there is debate why most of the Airbnb reviews are positive. Is it!
because travellers are truly satisfied with the service or is it because they have to!
leave the reviews under their personal name and it is harder to leave a negative review 
that way? Besides they just have stayed at stranger’s home who has been very kind and!
welcoming so perhaps it is hard to publicly admit that the house was actually dirty?!
Those questions the authors still leave for an open discussion.!
!
6.2 Limitations and future research"
! Even though this research was carried out with caution, the authors are still aware 
of its limitations. This section provides the information on limitations due to factors of!
reliability or validity relating to the particular approaches and methods used here.!
Additionally, possible interesting aspects are revealed that were not within the scope of!
this study to investigate properly but could be interesting aspects for further research.!
! The scope of this research is limited to its own purpose, namely identifying the most!
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important attributes for Airbnb user satisfaction and repurchase intention/recommendation.!
Therefore, relevant attributes of user satisfaction within Airbnb services have been!
identified, by eliminating others. Despite the described influences and consequences,!
further related constructs might exist. Limitations are the result of having to select a!
specific data source, thereby limiting the study somewhat to a particular group at a given 
moment. The authors further contain the research within the confines of some issues that 
are asked, namely the research question and their conceptualisations, as well as the!
manner in which they are answered, using content analysis on online communications.!
! The study is restrained to the setting of one particular sharing economy 
organisation, and the generalizability is therefore, limited; this study was not meant to be 
generalizable, though, it was aimed at an understanding of the dimensions that make up 
perceived service quality and satisfaction for collaborative consumers. The choice must be 
made regarding the choice of data sources and in this study, the Airbnb reviews were 
found to be an attractive option due to their accessibility and numbers, as well as their 
ability to reveal truths from the respondents in an unobtrusive manner, without the authors 
having to decide on particular questions beforehand, thereby affecting the resulting 
answers to a higher degree. Furthermore, the sample of this Master Thesis is limited to 
Airbnb users in Copenhagen and one should be careful to generalise the findings to the 
whole population namely all Airbnb users. However, they still can give insight into some of 
the most important factors impacting satisfaction, repurchase intention and 
recommendation for sharing economy users especially within the travel accommodation 
context.!
! Furthermore, the results of this study are based on the content analysis of online!
reviews left by Airbnb users. As discovered during the study the clear guidelines for leaving!
reviews on Airbnb are provided which could influence the content of reviews meaning that!
the users are asked to rate and evaluate specific dimensions of the service. Apart from!
that, everybody on Airbnb has a personal profile under their own name making the reviews!
not anonymous which might be a factor why the reviews are mostly positive. However,!
authors looked at the content of 4924 reviews which is a solid sample to make conclusions!
regarding the constructs mentioned there. The most important dimensions of service!
quality from the perspective of the users of this service, conceptualised here as the coding!
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categories, are identified by the frequency of mention. In this respect, one may assume 
that the!
categories of most important for satisfaction would be the ones most frequently mentioned,!
whether the review was negative or positive. This consideration was, however, not within!
the scope of this study to deal with but for future research, this would be an interesting!
angle.!
! Finally, this Master Thesis might have benefited from broadening its methodology!
with including questionnaires with people who had experienced Airbnb services as well as!
qualitative interviews with Airbnb management on their point of view. The questionnaires!
might give more honest answers about the user experiences if believed that leaving a!
negative review under personal profile is an issue. The interviews with Airbnb!
management could provide deeper and clearer understanding of the review process and!
strategy from Airbnb’s point of view. This study could act as a guide for creating such!
interviews, one could get a better understanding of the expectation formation process as!
well as the importance of the listing description in consumer decision making. Another!
possibility would be to look closer at the hosts, their roles as they see it and their!
experiences. Besides, a bigger sample of reviews could be coded even though the authors!
believe, that results would still be the same, experiencing that with the two studies!
conducted in this Thesis.!
! Naturally, not all the aspects of the topic could be addressed in this study due to its!
scope and there is space for future research. Since this thesis intended to broaden the!
current knowledge of important attributes for Airbnb user satisfaction, the further research!
could look at other sharing economy business models and see what are their main drivers!
for customer satisfaction and repurchase intention/recommendation. It also would be!
interesting to look at a broader sample where reviews of users from other Airbnb locations!
would be utilised and see if the important attributes of satisfaction are the same. This could!
be investigated within the context of culture and destination image, which would be!
interesting as the destination attributes might have a role in forming expectations.!
Additionally, one could consider the role of the local host as an advocate for their!
destination, perhaps having a positive effect on tourism in their area.!
!
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Chapter 7: Conclusion"

!
! This Thesis provide a focus on the important attributes of Airbnb service for its user 
satisfaction and repurchase intention as well as recommendation. The literature review 
suggests that customer satisfaction comes from the comparison of prior expectations with 
perceived service and satisfaction furthermore leads to repurchase intention and/or 
recommendation. !

! Considering, the originally formulated research question, the findings of the case study 
and content analysis demonstrate that such attributes as Host and its provided service, 
Physical amenities and Location are of prime importance for Airbnb users to be 
satisfied. Furthermore, the same factors have a significant influence on the Airbnb 
customer intention to use the service again, recommend it or both. !

! However, the findings from all the different categories had something in common that 
indicated that the guests were appreciating the more authentic, unique, local and 
personal experience they could get with Airbnb service. This, authors believe, is the 
unique selling point of Airbnb compared to traditional Hotels that drives customer 
satisfaction and repurchase intention leading to Airbnb’s undeniable success. !

! Finally, this study has contributed to the consumer behaviour literature in hospitality 
context by incorporating, location, physical amenities, cleanliness and host into 
SERVQUAL tool. The study finds that location, physical amenities and the host has a 
significant effect on satisfaction and that satisfaction has a meaningful influence on 
repurchase intention and recommendation. Moreover, this research adds to the knowledge 
of sharing economy which is still new and not heavily researched area.!

! In conclusion, it can be summarised that Airbnb with its listings’ descriptions, photos 
and transparent other user reviews form the right level of expectations for potential Airbnb 
users to confirm or positively disconfirm them leading to satisfaction. Apart from that, 
Airbnb successfully provides the authentic experiences that travellers nowadays are 
seeking.   !

!
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APPENDICES"
Appendix 1. Coding scheme"
!
Each review acts as one unit of analysis (like one answered questionnaire containing just 
one question: how was your stay? Or comment cards as are often used in expectation-
satisfaction research as well as with SERVQUAL).!
!
One unit, to be counted and put into a category, will be an expression or a sentence. This 
will provide increased reliability and makes sense due to the shortness of each comment. 
Each unit can only contain one category mention - That being said, each mention of one of 
the categories will be counted no matter how many times it appears in one review, some 
reviews are, after all, longer than others and may contain mentions of several different 
categories as well as several mentions of one category. Each word counted can only be 
put into one category. !
!
Friendly and helpful host[1.host]. Nice and stylish apartment[2.amenities]. Good location, 
near public transport[3.location]. Even walking to the centre is possible[4.location]. 
Norrebro is a cool neighbourhood and worth a visit of it's own[5.location]. I would stay here 
again![6.recommend/revisit]!
!
In this sample review there are 6 total category mentions: Host = 1, Amenities = 1, 
Location = 3, Intent to revisit = 1. In the forst sentence the expression friendly and helpful 
host is counted as one mention of this category, if the unit of analysis were to be a single 
word then the category would have been mentioned two times: friendly & helpful. Same 
goes for the second sentence and third sentences. Due to the writing style of these 
reviews being unprofessional in nature, written by people with differing language skills and 
not subject to great scrutiny in regards to spelling and grammar, it was unfeasible to have 
the unit of analysis be a grammatically correct sentence (from period to period), instead it 
was decides to refer to sentence or expression, expression being the expressed opinion 
on a specific factor, whether it be within a grammatical sentence or not.!
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Delightful apartment[1.amenities], clean and tidy[2.cleanliness] in a great 
location[3.location]. A good use of small space[4.amenities].!
!
This comment is written differently from the first example and it would be difficult to decide 
in which category to sort the review if the unit of analysis were a grammatical sentence. 
Instead it is divided into units based on the evaluation of different elements of the 
experience. Once the apartment has been mentioned, the comment moves on to 
cleanliness and then location. In essence, when there is not an end to the sentence, then 
the expression will end when the reviewer moves on to evaluating a different element.!
!
Samy is an outstanding host; attentive, friendly, and clear[1.host]. Super-cool guy[2.host]. 
He waited for me to arrive[3.host], gave a tour of the place[4.host], and made some 
suggestions for local favorites[5.host]. Before he departed, he made sure that all of my 
questions were answered[6.host]. The space is clean[7.cleanliness], tastefully 
decorated[8.amenities], and in a great location[9.location]. I am 100% happy with my 
experience[10.satisfaction]. The next time I make plans to visit Copenhagen, checking the 
availability of Samy's apartment will be #1 on my list[11.intent to revisit].!
!
Here are some good examples of how units can be either sentences or expressions: The 
first sentence is one unit because the expression is concerning the host being outstanding 
and goes on to add a few words emphasizing this fact attentive, friendly, clear. This will not 
be divided into four units and thus be counted as four mentions of the host category 
because the reviewer does not go on to make a different point. One sentence will always 
be a separate unit - one unit can not include two sentences. Even though the next 
sentence goes on to make much the same point, it is a separate coding unit and must thus 
be codes as a second mention of the host category. The next sentence, however, is coded 
into three units, although it also only mentions qualities of the host. This is because of how 
the expression is equated with a sentence: the author describes three different elements of 
the service he waited for me to arrive[3.host], gave a tour of the place[4.host], and made 
some suggestions for local favorites[5.host]. This distinction is made due to the nature of 
these online comments as they are written in a highly unstructured manner and using this 
coding approach is believed to capture best the essence of the reviews´ content.!
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CATEGORIES:"
!
1)Cleanliness:"

1)a)Tidy, neat, clean, nice, untidy, dirty, messy, organized!
2)Location:"

2)a)Transportation/metro/bus, sights, street-noise, view, airport, (close to/easy to get 
to) center, city, surroundings, neighborhood is nice/lovely/charming, restaurants/
cafes/bars, lakes, park, walked everywhere, shops/amenities/bike rental!

3)Host (service):"
3)a)communication, check-in, answer, helpful, welcome, breakfast, nice, rude, 

uncomfortable, comfortable, message, arrive, home, helped, assisted, advised, 
recommended sites/restaurants!

4)Physical amenities:"
4)a)Bed, kitchen, bathroom, room, bedroom, space, beautiful, modern, old, new, 

amenities, decorated, elevator, floor, stairs, warm, cozy, quiet, calm, nice 
atmosphere!

5)Satisfaction:"
5)a)Great time, enjoyed our stay, lovely/successful/nice/good stay, could not have 

asked for more/better, great/fun/fantastic/lovely/nice/positive experience, thank you 
for a good stay/for making my stay enjoyable..., good value, were/was happy/
content/satisfied, everything needed, wish I could have stayed longer!

6)Accuracy:"
6)a)No surprises, as expected/described, true to description, correct, accurate, as 

promised/advertised, better than expected/hoped/described, met expectations, 
what we expected, as expected/described/promised, like the pictures, the listing is 
true/accurate!

7)Intent to revisit/recommend:"
7)a)Recommend, come back, return, visit again, next time we will stay here!

!
!
!
!
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Coding categories"
!
For the purpose of sorting the data into categories, the first step was to create and test a 
coding scheme for the coders to follow (Appendix). The dimensions chosen for the 
categories of the following content analysis were based on the quality assessment 
categories presented on the Airbnb page itself, assuming that the reviewers will be basing 
their comments, at least in part, on these specific indicators of quality since they are 
presented on the review page. The categories, or quality dimensions, were then refined 
and sorted in order to better represent the construct of the expectation-confirmation theory. 
The categories for quality assessment presented on the Airbnb web-page are: accuracy, 
communication, cleanliness, location, check-in and value. These dimensions are all 
included in the final categories that have been constructed for this data analysis, albeit 
under different category names and not necessarily in separate categories. For example, 
communication and check-in are both included in the host/service category as is all 
behavior of the host that is mentioned in the comments. The coding scheme includes 
seven categories:!
!

1. Cleanliness!

2. Location!

3. Host & service!

4. Physical amenities (cleanliness & usefulness)!

5. Satisfaction"

6. Accuracy (expectations met)!

7. Intent to visit or recommend
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